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Pearson appeals to people’s minds and to their aspirations in many different

ways. We tell stories, interpret data, analyse      the news, construct school

lessons, improve skills, make students into professionals. 

We do a lot of this through publishing. Pearson is one of the world’s great

publishing companies. That word – publishing – used to conjure up images of

clean black words pressed into creamy paper and warehouses packed

with stacks of bound books gathering dust        and eating up capital. That’s

changed. Today publishing is what makes the stories and data and analysis

more          useful and compelling, in a variety of places and forms. In the

classroom; on the trading floor; on board a military ship. On creamy paper, or

on       light blue computer screens or colour television sets.

Sometimes we get involved more directly in finding          ways for people to do

things better, learn more, get a job. Whether it’s language training or school

automation systems or certifying newly qualified nurses or newly chosen

government workers.

What we do, we do all around         the world. We are the world’s leading

education company. Our textbooks, multimedia learning tools and testing

programmes help to educate more students than any other private enterprise.

We are the most international source         of business and political news

and analysis, too. Our network of newspapers and online services inform the

decisions         of more business people and investors in more countries than

any other company.

Likewise our world-famous Penguin is the label of quality from novels

and classics               to cookbooks – and much more – around the world. We

publish an unrivalled range of fiction and non-fiction, bestsellers and classics,

children’s books and illustrated             reference treasure chests.

We lead our markets in quality and innovation, and in profitability. We draw on

common assets, capital, processes and       culture. We are a large family of

businesses that are a lot alike and all share the same aims - a company of

people and businesses who really want to help our customers get on in their

lives, and enjoy          doing it.
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financial highlights

* continuing operations (excludes RTL Group/Pearson TV and Lazard) before goodwill amortisation, exceptional and non-operating items.

** pre-tax profit is stated before goodwill amortisation, exceptional and non-operating items. Taking account of these items, the pre-tax
loss for the year was £438m.

yin wong * early learning group,
pearson education

peggy bliss * prentice hall school, pearson education

‘We are nothing without our people. Every company

says it but in our case, it really is true. So our aim 

is simple: we want to be the best company in the

world, the one that everyone wants to work for.’

david bell * director for people, pearson

  2001    2000 % change 

sales* £4,225m   $6,169m     £3,689m   $5,386m     15

operating profit (pre-internet enterprises)* £563m   $822m   £610m   $891m     (8)

losses from internet enterprises £(137)m   $(200)m   £(196)m    $(286)m     30

operating profit*  £426m   $622m   £414m    $604m   3

pre-tax profit** £294m   $429m   £333m    $486m   (12)

adjusted earnings per share 22.5p   32.9¢   31.9p    46.6¢   (29)

dividend per share 22.3p   32.6¢    21.4p   31.2¢   4

note • Throughout this report, the value of the dollar has been translated at the year-end rate; $1.46 : £1 sterling.
Growth rates are calculated on the sterling numbers. Underlying growth excludes the impact of acquisitions, disposals
and currency movements. All figures are post-internet enterprises unless otherwise stated.

> go to page 29 for financial
review. for further information
go to the profit and loss account
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chairman’s statement

Dear fellow shareholders,

2001 was a year of events in world politics and economics none of us will soon forget. Pearson suffered,

along with virtually all of our peers. Adjusted earnings per share, the main measure by which we judge

our progress, fell sharply and so did the share price.

In spite of the decline in earnings last year, your board is recommending a 4% increase in the dividend.

This increase reflects a confidence that, although these are uncertain times, we should see a strong earnings

recovery in 2002 (even without any help from the economy) and that Pearson is in good shape to create

a steady increase in value for shareholders in the years ahead. 

There are plenty of reasons for our confidence:

• Although profits were hit hard by the advertising downturn, our businesses turned in good 

competitive performances last year.

As Marjorie reports on page 5, the fall in earnings in 2001 was due primarily to the worldwide downturn

in business advertising. Each of our businesses out-performed its competitors and has good prospects

for 2002. Although none of us would be foolhardy enough to predict the timing of an advertising recovery,

it will come at some point and we will benefit when it does. 

• Pearson is now a company made up of three businesses that make sense together. 

With the sale of our stake in the television business, RTL Group, Pearson is now built around

three complementary businesses, each with a powerful, sustainable position in its market.

Our balance sheet is now stronger than it has been for some years. The major investments

we’ve made most recently (Dorling Kindersley and NCS) and the internet investments that have moved

our publishing businesses along (FT.com and Learning Network) will start to come into their own this year,

and we’ll enjoy their benefits for years to come. 

• Pearson has the people to pull it all off.

There is a huge reservoir of extraordinary human talent within Pearson, people who bring great 

commitment and passion to their work. We saw this last year in the quality of our journalism after 

September 11, in the determination of our school publishing team to win a race against time to ensure

the implications of that terrible day were reflected in our new American history textbooks, in the bravery

of our people who were in the World Trade Center. We saw it in many ways from colleagues right across

Pearson who, however tough the market, got on with the job in hand. 

dennis stevenson * chairman, pearson

monty salter * pearson

> go to page 15 for more
information about the
pearson businesses

jonathan gomer * ft.com

elissa tomasetti * ft.com
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And we saw it in the Pearson management team. You learn most about your colleagues in hard times.

With impressive resilience, dogged concentration and good spirits, Marjorie and the team have protected

the company from the worst effects of a corporate-led downturn. Furthermore, despite the pressures, they

continued to develop the new products and services that will enable us to grow in the future. On behalf

of the board, I thank them.

I also thank the non-executive directors for the contribution they made over the last year. They, too, showed

what manner of colleagues they were in hard times; their constructive contributions combined with their

solid support have been indispensable. This year we welcome a new face to the board. We

are proposing that Patrick Cescau, of Unilever, should be appointed to the board at the annual

general meeting. A French national, Patrick will bring to the board a wealth of commercial

and financial experience from both Europe and the United States. 

Finally, on behalf of the board, I thank the 29,000 people who work for Pearson around the world for their

commitment, talent and hard work. As a big majority of them own shares in Pearson, they share the board’s

desire to see a strong recovery in earnings in 2002 and the years ahead and its commitment to the contin-

uation of the brave, imaginative and decent culture that helps make Pearson what it is.

Dennis Stevenson

chairman’s statement (continued)

‘At Dorling Kindersley we have been working with our colleagues in

Pearson Education where we are exploring the huge potential in

bringing DK’s distinctive visual approach to our educational products.

We are currently working on new reading and social studies

programmes which will combine beautiful imagery with leading-edge

material. We’ve also lent our design expertise to this report and most

of the images are taken from the 2.5 million in the DK image library.’

stuart jackman * design director, dorling kindersley, penguin

> up to date information
about pearson is available
at www.pearson.com

ashton hayward * financial times

florence eichin * penguin putnam
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chief executive’s review

We were tested in 2001. We had studied for some of the questions on the exam. Others were 

unexpected. We used our imagination in answering them, but some stumped us...at first. It will be a

couple of years before we get our final grade, but we know this was the kind of test that can prove

what we’re made of and what the long-term value of this company is. We were exhilarated (well, bruised

a little, too) by the experience, but I think our shareholders will be pleased with the result in the end.

We began to work on the current version of Pearson in 1997. We wanted to create a company

that could do two things: perform consistently at the top, and combine first-rank businesses

that really belonged together and could profit from shared parentage. 

We have that company now. Of course we’re never finished changing, but we’re now in three related 

businesses that have market strength and mutual advantages including a shared culture strong enough

to turn those advantages into practical benefits. The work we’ve done building the current Pearson has

had its cost, but the early investments have already begun to add value, and the newer ones will be inte-

grated and begin to benefit us in 2002 as well. In this new shape, we are sturdier and more competitive

and more able to meet our performance goals, and we expect this will ultimately be reflected

in the market’s value of Pearson. 

For shareholders who have suffered through the euphoric highs and the disappointing lows of our share

price over the last year, reference to the future may be small comfort, as may be knowing that our stock

was not alone in its fall in 2001. The media sector in the UK in particular and media stocks all over the

world in general have had the same kind of pain. We believe the ache will recede as our earnings grow.

But to give you confidence, let me rehearse how we faced the tests we had last year and how we’ll face

the expectations we have for 2002.

marjorie scardino * chief executive, pearson

tania d’amours * editions du renouveau pedagogique,
pearson education, canada

anderson ho * pearson education, taiwan

matthew wie * pearson technology
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‘In the midst of the unspeakable horror of 9/11, there is one thing that

comes out again and again, which is the goodness of people and their

willingness to help others less fortunate than themselves. On a personal

and professional level we received so much support from inside and outside

the company.’

mark malcomson * president, ft knowledge financial learning

chief executive’s review (continued)

2001

We had a collection of challenges in this year, many of them shared with other companies:

The economic downturn led by business • Falls in corporate profits and corporate confidence hit our

newspaper, magazine and television advertising revenue like a ton of bricks. The decline was twice as

fast as in previous cyclical downturns, and knocked a bigger hole in our profits. If our ad sales had merely

stayed even with the year 2000 and all other parts of Pearson had performed as they did, we

would have had a good profit increase this year.

The bursting of the technology bubble • As with big innovations throughout history, people are too

optimistic at the beginning and too pessimistic in the middle of the dawning of a new way of doing

things. So it was with the internet and the technology revolution. People went from believing the

internet was a new life form to believing it was a lower life form. And because we invested in it 

aggressively for our education and information businesses, our share price fell when the internet began

to look like a naked emperor.

This view about the internet was partly prompted by a disaffection with technology in general, which hurt

us as well. It reduced our sales of computer books (of which we’re the world’s largest publisher) and enrol-

ments in computer courses (which require the textbooks we publish, too). 

The war • The terrorist attacks in America hit our management education business directly because it

was in the World Trade Center. They also further depressed the confidence of our customers – businesses

stopped worrying about management development for a while and started worrying about survival; busi-

nesses that were still advertising stopped altogether, unsure of their messages.

With the benefit of hindsight, there are some things we wish we had done differently. We assumed

that this advertising cycle would act like other cycles, but it didn’t; it was faster and sharper.

We failed to see that our year-end projections for our Latin American education business were

thinning out (in spite of the fact that the economies we were operating in were known for their volatility).

We underestimated the severity of the systems problems with Dorling Kindersley, and they’ve taken longer

to clear up.

ian hayter * pearson technology

kim booth * penguin putnam

atish banerjea * pearson education
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2002

But, with the strong pull of all the people who work in Pearson, we got a lot more right than we got wrong,

and we’re moving ahead with confidence for good reasons:

We’ve performed better than our competitors • The advertising volume in the Financial Times

(down 29%) has held up better than that of other business newspapers, and our revenue is down

less than our volume because our rates have held. Meanwhile, FT.com was up more than 20%

in advertising. The FT’s margins are still in double digits, and they’re 50% higher than we were

able to achieve in the last advertising recession. 

We held or gained share in all our education businesses. Our technology publishing revenue is off less,

and our margins are much better, than our two large competitors in this field. Our technology titles gained

share on the bestseller lists and sustained our margin at 18% even though revenues fell 20%.

We’ve had faster growth in bestsellers, an important and stable source of sales, and we’ve sustained higher

margins in the consumer book business than any other company.

Our “internet enterprises” will begin to come into their own this year • The investment in our main internet

businesses is mostly behind us. The cost is much smaller for 2002, and they are all now merged into the

business information and education businesses. This year, we will start to see the bottom line benefit

of their reduced losses. And we make much more extensive use of the internet than the ventures

that appear on our profit and loss statement as “Internet Enterprises” indicate. We have used the

internet to invigorate our business throughout the company, and we now have more than £1bn of

profitable online related revenue.

The acquisitions we’ve made will benefit this year • Our investments in Putnam Berkeley and Simon &

Schuster in 1997 and ‘98 are making a return greater than the cost of the capital to acquire them. In 2002

our two other large acquisitions, NCS and Dorling Kindersley, will begin to shine through with new

products and new markets, and they’ll see the full benefit of the integration into Pearson. This

will add to our bottom line, too.

roger gonzalez * pearson

yvette jones * penguin putnam

‘2001 was the most exciting year to be a journalist, especially a

business journalist. A string of corporate disasters culminated in the

collapse of Enron, the biggest bankruptcy in American history.

Argentina defaulted on its debts. The Federal Reserve cut interest

rates further and faster than anyone could remember. And 9/11, of

course, changed our world in ways that are only now becoming clear.’

andrew gowers * editor, financial times
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chief executive’s review (continued)

How will we take on the future?

Making efficient use of our capital • As the world’s largest book publisher, we have a great deal of our

capital, about £1bn at any one time, tied up in things that aren’t making money for us at that moment.

Piles of books in inventory, accounts due to us from customers, authors’ advances, long creation and produc-

tion lead times. If we can improve our efficiency in all these areas, we’ll be able to put that money to more

active use. So we’ve undertaken a project across the company that involves everyone – not just finance

people – in the job of releasing our idle capital.

Never forgetting that it’s all about our customers • Our approach to them has to be innovative and personal.

The products have to be what they want, delivered in just the way each one wants, no matter how many

customers we have. Special for each one, but produced with the economics of mass produc-

tion. More than that, customer service has to be our competitive advantage. We have to talk

plainly and personally to our customers – no excuses or arguments.

We also realise that the world is no longer divided into “suppliers” and “customers”. To have an efficient

economic relationship and get the most from each other, we have to become our customers’ partners –

help them solve their problems. We have to exchange information with them that we used to think was

proprietary if we’re going to improve terms for both sides – and for the person who ultimately buys our

goods and services.

‘In 2001, my division of Prentice Hall had the best year we have ever had.

Our team also had a number of new and repeat mothers and fathers. One of

the great things is that it is expected you will have a balanced life and that

they understand that it’s not effort, but results that matter.’

jennifer gilliland * senior acquisitions editor, prentice hall college,
pearson education

janine o’connor * penguin, south africa

‘I think 2002 will be DK’s year. We had a lot of recovering to do and with Penguin

and Pearson’s help, we’ve started to make those changes. We’re now in really good

shape to let the publishing speak for itself and see the results of that.’

fiona allen * director of publicity, dorling kindersley, penguin
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Making collaboration work to our greater advantage • Now that our businesses are more alike, there’s

more we can share with each other:  assets (images, data, archives, stories, characters); skills (design,

marketing, technology, people management); operating machinery (systems, data centres,

services, purchasing); ideas (about anything and everything).

We already collaborate on a range of ventures from creating science programs to selling newspapers. Almost

all of us are shareholders in Pearson, so we share an interest in the company’s performance. And we share

a common attitude toward each other, and ideas about the right way to do things. Our values help us

make important strategic and operating decisions. They help us know where the boundaries are. This

cultural affinity contributes mightily to our effectiveness.

We’ve learned a lot in this testing year, and we’ve done a lot about what we’ve learned. We go

into 2002 with a stronger company and, though we never thought it would be possible, a stronger

resolve about what we want to accomplish. We’re confident about 2002 because of all this, but also because,

as Dennis said, we have the people who can do it. They have passion and ideas and know-how. They are

the reason we’ll pass the test.

Marjorie Scardino

‘We had a great start to last year when Oprah Winfrey’s book club

selected Joyce Carol Oates’s novel We Were the Mulvaneys. Then Oprah

called again. The next book was going to be a Penguin Putnam selection

too. The books needed to be ready to go when Oprah announced her

choice. It’s no easy task to print, pack and ship one million copies of a

book within seven days and keep it secret. But when Oprah held up the

next book – Icy Sparks – all the stores in the US had it ready for sale.’

patrick nolan * associate director, penguin putnam

bronwen
alexander

pearson* 

annie valva * pearson broadband
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the pearson goals

The operating goals we set at Pearson must meet four criteria. They must be simple, measurable, stretching

and consistent. In 1997 we committed to improve the Group’s underlying performance in sales growth,

trading margin and cash generation. These performance measures were communicated to everyone who

worked at Pearson and still form the basis of our incentive plans around the world. We believe that these

measures meet our four criteria. They are easy to understand, not too difficult to calculate, tough to achieve

and the same every year.

In addition to these operating goals, we measure the performance of the whole company against three

financial benchmarks: EBITDA; adjusted earnings per share; and free cash flow. These measures – which

are not so simple but meet the other criteria – are designed to align our objectives with those of our share-

holders. For that reason they form the basis of both short and long-term rewards for senior corporate

management. The terms are defined later in this section.

Last year, as the numbers and narrative in this report make clear, we didn’t make progress on most 

of these measures. The recession in advertising and technology markets, which deepened after 

September 11, meant that underlying sales were no higher than in the previous year. Despite action

throughout the Group to reduce costs and conserve cash, the effect of this sales performance rippled

through the profit and loss account and cash flow statement, leaving in its wake lower earnings, a lower

share price and, for our staff, lower (or no) bonus payments.

But a year of disappointing performance is no reason to soften our commitment to performance targets

or to discard any of the specific measures. We have made one presentational change this year, however.

As our internet enterprises are increasingly integrated with their related businesses, the identification

of internet revenues and costs is becoming more difficult. For 2001 we are reporting on these measures

on both a pre-internet and post-internet basis, but from this year onwards we shall be reporting on all

our goals after the inclusion of results from internet enterprises. We will continue to report on the perform-

ance of individual internet enterprises for which we have set break-even targets until those targets have

been reached.

The goals set out on these pages do not represent the sum total of performance measurement at Pearson.

Each individual company measures its progress on a wide variety of additional financial and non-financial 

performance indicators. At the centre, we allocate capital to investments or acquisitions based on an

analysis of whether the likely cash flows from the investment will exceed the blended cost of our equity

and debt capital. We also vary the weighting we attach to any one of the six goals set out here according

to the priorities of the business and the economic climate.

john makinson * finance director, pearson
chairman, penguin group

maxine carter * ft.com

cesar galera * recoletos
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corporate and operating measures

adjusted earnings per share 

In 1997 we set ourselves the goal of increasing adjusted earnings per share at a double-digit rate. Adjusted

earnings measures the underlying earnings performance of the business and excludes certain non-cash

items, notably goodwill amortisation and non-recurring items such as the cost of integrating substantial

acquisitions. During the previous three years we also excluded the exceptional level of internet invest-

ment from the calculation. We hit our target in each of the first four years but last year we did not. Adjusted

earnings per share were 29% lower than in the year 2000 – at 22.5p – after recognising all internet losses.

In 2002, earnings performance will be assisted by a steep reduction in internet losses and the benefit of

cost reductions we have achieved over the past 12 months, while in 2003 we should experience some

cyclical recovery in advertising and technology markets, alongside a higher level of investment in US public

education. Looking further out, we will benefit from our leading positions in growing markets and our

ability to share assets and processes. Set against this, inflation is at a lower level than in 1997, much of

the margin improvement which we planned at that time has now been achieved, and the rate of taxation

on our US profits will rise in the years ahead. 

ebitda

Changes in the accounting treatment of financial items such as goodwill amortisation and deferred taxation

have made it more difficult to discern the underlying operating performance of the business and to make

meaningful year on year comparisons. EBITDA (earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amorti-

sation) is the best measure we can find of the underlying profitability of our businesses. It is a close proxy

for operating cash flow, although the numbers themselves are derived from the profit & loss statement. 

ebitda
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adjusted earnings per share
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dottie clayton * pearson

‘Federal law now requires all students in grades 3 through 8 to take an annual

test in reading and math. This helps the growth of our business but more

importantly, it helps the students as it means we can measure their academic

progress. Today, most students take the test using paper and a pencil, but

that’s starting to change. We are already working with three states on plans for

students to take their tests online and we expect more to follow.’

darice keating * vp state assessment services, ncs pearson, pearson education

jaya maceli * penguin putnam
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corporate and operating measures (continued)

EBITDA is widely used in the stock market to measure business performance and is also a reference point

for bankers and bond investors in determining the credit status of a borrower. Last year the reduction in

losses from our internet enterprises broadly offset the impact of very tough markets on our non-internet

operating income to leave total EBITDA little changed from the previous year at £588m. The strong growth

in EBITDA shown for previous years results from both underlying growth in profitability and the strength-

ening of the group through acquisition.

free cash flow 

Free cash flow per share is a measure of the cash which is freely available, after the payment of interest

and tax, for distribution in the form of dividends and for reinvestment in the business. The proceeds of

disposals and the cost of acquisitions, together with any substantial integration costs associated with

them, are excluded from the calculation. Pearson’s total free cash flow has been depressed over the past

several years by a high level of investment demands, on our print businesses as well as on the internet.

We believe that these investments will help us to sustain a higher rate of sales growth in the future but

we also need to ensure that dividends to shareholders are paid from the cash generated by the business. 

Free cash flow in any one year may be affected by individual investment programmes or by the timing of

routine cash receipts and disbursements. But it is important that this measure of performance shows an

improving trend over a period of years. In 2001 total free cash flow per share was 29.6p per share, covering

the year’s dividend in cash terms, and we expect a further improvement in free cash flow generation this

year. We expect free cash flow to become more strongly positive in 2003.

underlying sales growth 

The acceleration of sales growth has been a central strand of Pearson’s strategy over the past five years.

Internal investment and a balanced programme of acquisitions and disposals have both helped to

stimulate the underlying growth rate of the company. Last year, for the first time, these efforts were not

rewarded with success as the falling demand in our more cyclical markets offset progress elsewhere to

leave the underlying level of sales very slightly below the level of the previous year.

free cash flow
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gillian de bono * How to spend it, financial times

‘We want to provide every child with a rounded reading experience that will

act as rocket fuel for their own imagination. Take Artemis Fowl, written by

previously unknown author Eoin Colfer, the UK’s most successful new

children’s book of 2001. Puffin pulled out all the stops to make sure that this

book captured the imaginations of children all over the world – from a gold

holographic jacket to the creation of a fairy code (called gnommish) which, if

cracked by children, revealed secret additions to the story.’

kirsten grant * marketing manager, puffin, penguin 

andrie postelnicu * jabulani leffall * 
mary chung * piero bohoslanec * ft new york

lauren foster * ft new york
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In order to calculate underlying sales growth we exclude the impact of acquisitions and disposals on the

one hand and of currency movements on the other. Uncertainties about the timing of the recovery in cyclical

markets make us cautious about a return to strong underlying growth in the year ahead although we believe

that the leading positions we have now achieved in each of our three businesses will help us to gain share

from our competitors whatever the economic climate.

trading margin

The trading margin measures our ability to turn sales into profit. Last year, as it became clear that sales

growth would fall short of our budgeted expectations, we took action to reduce first our variable costs,

such as marketing and investment in new projects, and then our infrastructure costs, including our salary

bill. This inevitably meant a reduction in numbers of people employed although we achieved this

wherever possible without recourse to compulsory redundancy programmes. These cost initiatives

mitigated the impact on operating profit of the shortfall in sales, although margins still came under pressure,

in part because the cost reduction measures themselves cost money to implement.

We expect to achieve a recovery in trading margins this year, because we will see the benefit for the full

year of the actions taken in 2001 to reduce costs. Our objective is to ensure that Pearson Education, Penguin

and the FT Group all achieve ‘best in class’ margins in their respective industries. We believe that this

objective was achieved in 2001 and should be realised again this year.

 13.6%   

 16.5%   

 15.2%   

 13.1%  

 11.5%  
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robert kempe * penguin putnam

‘In 2001, we closed what we think is the largest deal in our industry – a $44.5 million

contract with the Los Angeles Unified School District. On the day that the purchase order

was received in June, the product was in stock and 17 new educational trainers were

hired in Los Angeles. The Waterford Early Reading Programme and LAUSD were ready to

go for summer school in July.’

andy myers * director of marketing, electronic education, pearson education

jodi mcpherson * prentice hall college,
pearson education
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corporate and operating measures (continued)

cash conversion 

Our newspaper businesses typically convert almost all of their operating profit into operating cash flow

but, if they are to grow, our book publishing businesses need to absorb capital – in the form of authors’

advances, pre-publication costs, inventory and receivables. We do not, as a result, seek to convert 100%

of our operating profit into cash, although we have set ourselves a minimum target of 80% cash 

conversion for any year. We achieved that target again last year, as exceptionally strong cash collection

in the closing weeks of the year pushed the conversion rate to just above 90%.

The profile of Pearson’s cash flow is highly seasonal, with a large proportion of the cash generated, by

the education company in particular, being realised in the closing months of the year. We are placing

increasing emphasis on the management of this seasonality with the goal of reducing average levels of

capital employed in the business during the year. We have launched a major new drive within Pearson to

achieve this goal and it has been reflected in bonus targets for the senior management of our book

publishing companies. 

cash conversion

00

99

98

97

01

00

99

98

97

01

pre-internet enterprises post-internet enterprises

 94%   

 78%

 92%

 101%

 74%

 92%  

 85% 

 92%

 101% 

 74%  

rona fairhead * deputy finance director, pearson

nolan bresn * scott foresman, pearson education

‘Les Echos launched a new section led by a small team of

people: seven in Paris, one in San Francisco and one in

London who worked round the clock to jumpstart this new

weekly. Post launch, the sales flew up 15% on Mondays.’

virginie robert * journalist, les echos



Facts and figures, words and images, ideas and stories are our business.

As we play our   role   in meeting the needs of a world based on an ideas

economy – in which knowledge and information are as important as steel and

oil – we try to abide by a few simple rules. 

The first involves what our authors, data specialists, educators and

journalists are asked to do. We ask them to tell the truth without fear of the

consequences. We ask them to do the     clearest, most inventive and

most helpful job they can of explaining sound waves to a child or the bond

market to an        investor. We ask them to        filter, interpret, prioritise, and

to make whatever they put out entertaining and easy to take in. 

The second rule is that we have to make things available in the way our

customers want them. We love books (just as well…we produce          more of

them each year than any other company in the world), newspapers

(especially on pink paper) and computer screens (in education and

international business, we   command the world’s biggest online 

audiences). But we keep looking for other ways of doing things, too (such as

teaching English on television).

Our third rule is that we have to think about everyone and every one.

Part of the appeal of our books, newspapers and websites is that they are

widely       read, respected and used. But our customers more and more often

want something unique. They may want to choose the material that goes into

a school book or to make          their own newspaper. We can do that with

technology. It changes how we produce things and how we deliver       them to

meet individual          needs and still reach a large audience.

Finally, we have to add something to all we do. We don’t want to do

something just because an accident         of history made it our business. We

want to do it and succeed because we do it better than anyone else. Across

all our operations we take great care with how we     gather, produce,

distribute, promote and sell what we publish. This enables us to earn better

margins than any of our competitors. And it ensures that we’ll be proud of

what we’ve created when we               offer it to our customers. 
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the financial times group
The Financial Times is the most international source of business news and analysis in the world.

With more than 500 journalists reporting from 65 countries and an unrivalled reputation for incisive

and authoritative news and comment, the FT has a unique voice on the key financial, economic

and business issues of the day. Built around the FT, the FT Group now spans a network of some

of the world’s finest newspapers and a fast-growing web of online services that makes our news,

data and analysis available any time and any place, and enables us to provide our

customers with services as well as stories.

the numbers behind the stories

Our Interactive Data Corporation

(nasdaq:idco) is a leading provider 

of financial data to institutional and 

retail investors. FTID collects, 

maintains and models data on more

than 3.5 million securities, including a

wide range of equities, commodities,

derivatives and fixed income securities

that are traded on the world’s financial

markets. Its customers – who 

subscribe on long-term contracts –

include 49 of the world’s top 50

financial institutions.

brand values

Its distinctive salmon pink 

paper and its reputation for 

incisive comment have made the 

FT a famous name in all corners of 

the world. In 2001 it was the third

fastest growing brand in the world 

– across all industries, according 

to Interbrand and Business Week.

global coverage 

The Financial Times is the most international business newspaper in the world.

It is printed in 18 cities, has a daily circulation of more than 500,000 and a

readership of approximately 1.6 million people in 140 countries. Over the past

five years, average daily sales of the FT have increased by more than 10% 

a year – ten times the growth rate of our nearest competitor.

top dogs

The FT’s editorial perspective and international breadth attracts 

a unique audience of influential, affluent people in finance, business and

politics that advertisers find particularly hard to reach. The typical FT

reader earns over £100,000 and is involved in the international activities

of their business. Un-typical readers include the President of the United

States (the FT is the only non-US newspaper to be delivered to the 

White House every day) and the Chairman of the Federal Reserve 

Board Alan Greenspan (who has been known to turn up at White

House briefings carrying only his copy of the FT).

pink screens

FT.com, the newspaper’s

internet partner, attracts an

audience of 2.7 million people

every month. It combines agenda-

setting editorial and financial data with

a broad range of business tools,

including the most extensive search

function on the internet. FT.com is

launching a range of new services to

convert loyal users into paying

customers, and expects to be

profit-making by the end 

of 2002. 



Worldwide, our newspapers have a

combined daily circulation of two

million copies.

rien n’est plus sûr

Les Echos is France’s leading business newspaper, read by

more than 650,000 business leaders and decision-makers every

day. It heads the competition with more than 30% share of the

advertising market. Groupe Les Echos also publishes Enjeux-

Les-Echos, a leading economics monthly, and lesechos.com,

one of France’s leading media websites.

der angreifer

In Germany, the world’s third largest economy, rapid

social, economic and corporate change has fuelled

great demand for the FT’s brand of business informa-

tion and analysis. So in 2000 we launched FT

Deutschland in partnership with Gruner + Jahr, 

the first new national newspaper to be launched in

Germany for more than 50 years and the first non-

English language newspaper to carry the FT name. In

just two years circulation has risen to almost 80,000.

tomorrow’s readers

The FT has teamed up with Pearson Education’s college publishing business to reach finance and economics students in the US.

Eighty thousand professors receive a weekly briefing from the FT’s US editor, to help them build topical business stories into their

lessons and assignments. The lessons link to stories running in the FT and on FT.com and help to build the FT brand with a new

generation of business leaders.

poder latino

Though English is our first language, we see big

opportunities in the Spanish – and Portuguese –

speaking world. Recoletos (bolsa madrid:rec),

our Spanish media group, has the most popular

business and sports newspapers and online 

services in Spain, and is investing to build our

presence in Latin America.

24 hour news cycle 

There are three editions of the FT newspaper for the UK, continental Europe

and the US and international markets as well as FT.com, the newspaper’s

online partner. This means we can tailor our journalism to suit the needs of

our readers wherever they are in the world. Our 24 hour news cycle allows us

to follow a story as it breaks and report on its impact across the globe. 

friends and foes

First published in 1888, the

Financial Times declared itself:

“The friend of the honest

financier, the bona fide investor,

the respectable broker, the genuine

director, the legitimate speculator.

The enemy of the closed stock

exchange, the unprincipled

promoter, the company wrecker, 

the guinea pig, the bull, the bear,

the gambling operator.”
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Penguin is one of the world’s great names in publishing. From literary prizewinners to 

commercial blockbusters; from a child’s first picture book to the classics of literature; from

fantastic fiction to beautiful reference works, Penguin publishes an unrivalled range of books

in 100 countries.

Penguin is the pre-eminent English language publisher – number one or number two in the US,

UK, Australia, New Zealand, India and Canada – and home to some of the world’s very best and

most innovative authors, designers, editors and publishers.

the penguin group

> > >

1936 1948 1950 today

first penguins

Penguin’s founder Allen Lane shook up the

publishing business with his first ten paper-

backs in 1935. He wanted to bring literature

to a much wider reading public by

converting book-borrowers to book-

buyers. Those first Penguin paper-

backs cost just sixpence, the same

price as a packet of cigarettes.

Imprisoned in solitary confinement in

war-torn Beirut, Terry Waite famously

sketched a penguin as a way of asking

his captor for some good books to read.

big bird

When Allen Lane was looking for a ‘dignified but flippant’ symbol for his

new business, his secretary suggested a penguin and an employee was

dispatched to London Zoo to draw some sketches. Today Penguin is the

only book brand recognised around the world and, according to

Interbrand, it’s one of the world’s top ten media brands.

a whole new animal

Dorling Kindersley’s beautiful illustrated reference books help

children and adults of all ages to learn about the world around them

in more than 90 countries and 40 languages. Whether it’s childcare,

health, gardening, food, travel, business or sports, DK’s unique

design approach, rich in words and images, breaks the most 

complicated subjects into simple parts. In 2001, we have worked hard

to revitalise DK’s publishing and the first example, Animal, has sold

more than 500,000 copies in 23 countries since its launch in October

2001. DK’s designers and publishers are now working with Pearson

Education, helping to create the next generation of textbooks and online

programmes for schoolchildren in the US.



fresh new talent

While it is home to today’s bestsellers, Penguin is working hard to discover

the writing stars of tomorrow. Last year alone, Penguin’s debut authors

included Wendy Northcutt, Gwyn Hyman Rubio, Tawni O’Dell and Joanne

Harris – who all became New York Times bestsellers; Zadie Smith, whose

White Teeth became the UK’s bestselling debut novel of the year; and 

Eoin Colfer, whose Artemis Fowl was the UK’s bestselling new children’s book.

hit factory

Over the last five years, Penguin has

increased its share of titles in the bestseller

charts in the US and UK more often than any

other publisher. Its bestselling authors are a 

roll-call of the most popular modern writers: 

Tom Clancy, Patricia Cornwell, Clive Cussler, 

Nick Hornby, Jamie Oliver and over the last 

four years, Penguin has doubled its 

presence on the bestseller list.

new ideas for the printed (and

unprinted) word

New technologies are providing many

new opportunities for a publisher with

Penguin’s strength of brand and depth

of talent. In the US, Penguin now sells

more than one in ten of its books

through its own websites or online

retailers. Many Penguins are now

available in ebook format, so that you

can transfer a suitcase full of holiday

books onto one small hand-held PC or

carry several travel guides on one

device and use a search facility to find

streets, hotels and restaurants. 

affordable books, free speech

Editorial integrity and freedom of speech have long been at

the heart of the Penguin way of publishing. After publishing

the first unabridged version of Lady Chatterley’s Lover,

Penguin was charged and later acquitted under the Obscene

Publications Act – a case that was widely seen as a turning

point in the UK’s censorship laws. More recently, Penguin 

was the publisher of Salman Rushdie’s Satanic Verses,

Chinese dissident Wei Jingsheng and Deborah Lipstadt who

with Penguin successfully defended her book Denying the

Holocaust against a libel suit from historian David Irving.

library of classics

The Penguin Classics range includes more than 1,600 titles

from the earliest creation myths to the masterpieces of 20th

century literature. The Penguin edition of George Orwell’s 1984

has sold 15 million copies, and Wuthering Heights still sells

100,000 copies a year – ten times the average new book.

penguin, puffins and ladybirds

The Penguin Group contains the world’s leading

children’s brands with imprints such as Puffin,

Ladybird, Dutton and Grosset & Dunlap. We capture

the imagination of children across the world with

characters such as Spot, Peter Rabbit, The Little

Engine That Could and Roald Dahl’s Big Friendly

Giant. Dorling Kindersley’s beautiful reference books

have revolutionised children’s literature around the

world with titles such as The Way Things Work and

the DK Children’s Encyclopedia.

Pearson Education

and Penguin Putnam

have created a new

educational book series

called Penguin Academics,

affordable books by distin-

guished scholars. The books can

work as stand-alone titles for

college courses or can be purchased in

combination with three or more Penguin

trade paperbacks, all at a cost comparable 

to a typical college textbook.

travelling companions

We own a 50% stake in Rough Guides, publishers of 

more than 200 travel guides for the independent-minded

traveller. Since launch ten years ago, Dorling

Kindersley’s Eyewitness travel guides have

sold around 15 million copies in 

25 different languages worldwide.

We’re using print-on-demand 

technology to produce classic

titles in very small numbers, and

even to custom-make books to a

retailers’ individual specifications.



pearson education

first words

Our publishing imprints stretch back to 1727 and

Thomas Longman’s first dictionary. The Scott

Foresman imprint, dating back to 1896, taught a

generation of Americans to read with the Dick,

Jane and Spot stories. And Prentice Hall, founded

by a law professor and his student in 1913, is

today the foremost US publisher of academic,

business and professional books.

Pearson Education is the world’s leading education company. We publish textbooks, multimedia

programmes and online services for use by teachers, professors and their students. We

develop, process, analyse and report tests that measure the knowledge and abilities of

students of all ages. And we produce and deliver software that powers the management of

schools. We are engaged in these activities for every age and every level of student – from

pre-school through kindergarten, primary and secondary school, college and university, and

on into professional life.

Designers from Dorling Kindersley are

working with colleagues from Pearson

Education to create a new international

reading programme. Due to launch in

2003, it will publish 150 books for four

of our largest markets – UK, US,

Australia and Canada.

Scott Foresman is also working with

Dorling Kindersley on a new elementary

social studies programme to be

launched this year.

keys to the campus

We’re the number one college

publisher in the US, producing

2,500 new college titles in print

and online every year. We publish

around one in three of all the text

and online programmes studied

on US campuses.

high stakes

We are America’s leeding test scoring and

reporting company, scoring more than 80

million multiple-choice tests and 30 million

essays every year. We score high stakes tests

for 20 states, the only federal nationwide test

(The National Assessment of Educational

Progress) and college entrance exams.

making the connection

We’re using technology to enhance learning

and to connect the classroom to the home. More than

40,000 schools in America use at least one of our online

programmes and more than 14 million parents, students and teachers

connect to our learning tools from home using the internet.

bright sparks

Today, through our Scott Foresman and Prentice Hall School

imprints, one in three American schoolchildren studies English

or Maths with one of our textbooks. We reach all of America’s

53 million students and three million teachers.



put to the test

We have a fast-growing business providing education and informa-

tion services to the US Federal Government. Each year, we manage

more than nine million requests from college students for financial

assistance on behalf of the US Education Department. And we’re

helping the Department of Transportation to test and recruit more

than 30,000 security employees for airports across the US.

in the navy

Professionals turn to Pearson throughout their careers.

From 2002, we’ll educate 85,000 sailors who want to

gain college degrees while they serve in the US Navy.

Nurses in the US will take their professional exams at

one of 200 NCS Pearson testing centres.

We teach English as a second language to more

than 40 million people every year and we’re

making national TV programmes to help

China’s one billion people greet

the world in English at the

2008 Olympic Games.

in the lead

In the last five years, through organic growth and acquisition,

Pearson Education has pulled ahead and claims the leading

position in the US and around the world.

graduating with pearson

Every US college student learns from

one or more of our programmes. 

Today there are more than one billion people worldwide learningenglish is our first language

English as a second language. Through the world famous

Longman brand we help teach more of them than
any other company. We’re also the leading education company

outside the US, operating in 55 countries and 17 languages.

professional training

Building on the strength of

the Financial Times brand 

in the business world, FT

Knowledge educates some

of the world’s leading

companies. It is a leading

corporate training and 

e-learning company, providing

training programmes in executive

development, sales, customer

service, management, leadership

and finance.



Our products, customers and technologies are changing     fast but some

things in Pearson stay the same. In everything we do, we aspire to be 

brave, imaginative            and decent.

We’re nothing          without our people and Pearson is home to the best in 

the business. We expect a lot of them and reward       them well. A big

majority of them own a share of Pearson, which makes us unusually

focused        on building the value of our company. We’ve set ourselves the

goal of becoming the best place to work in the world so that, though all our

people are equipped        to leave, they choose to stay. (You can read more

about our approach to people at www.pearson.com/people).

Our business depends on our people, but it also depends on a wider public

trust. We’re responsible for helping          children learn and for testing them 

to check that they have; for helping business people to make choices; for

telling people about the world or bringing a smile to their face. So our

company extends beyond newsrooms, design studios and warehouses

and into classrooms, colleges, businesses, trading floors and homes. 

We try to      play our part in education and literacy        projects, from our

journalists who help children learn to read in local schools, to the books we

donate to schools in Africa. Last year, we made a $2.5 million, three-year

commitment to       Jumpstart, a US non-profit organisation which recruits

college students to work one-to-one with disadvantaged   pre-school

children. We are sponsoring some 50 Jumpstart alumni each year to become

full-time early education           teachers. The Pearson Teacher Fellows receive

stipends, training and mentoring from senior Pearson       executives. We are

also supporting Jumpstart with reading books, educational technology and

volunteers (who paint classrooms, tidy up playgrounds and read to children).

In a brain-powered world, we believe that no job is more important than

helping people to learn.
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operating review

the results

In 2001, sales from continuing operations increased 15% from £3,689m to £4,225m and operating profit

before goodwill and exceptional items increased 3% to £426m (this excludes the £37m profit* contribu-

tion from Pearson’s 22% stake in the RTL Group, the planned disposal of which was announced on 24

December 2001). The 2001 figures include the first full-year contributions from Dorling Kindersley and

NCS Pearson and losses from our internet enterprises, which reduced by 30% to £137m from £196m.

Adjusted earnings per share fell 29% to 22.5p with the growth in profits from continuing operations offset

by a drop in the earnings contribution from the RTL Group, higher interest and tax charges and the impact

of minorities. Profits from newspaper and television advertising-related operations

were £116m lower than in 2000. On an underlying basis, sales were flat year-on-

year and operating profits fell 2%.

A reported loss before taxation of £438m reflects increased goodwill amortisation charges, £153m of write-

downs relating to Dorling Kindersley and a number of smaller acquisitions and equity investments, and

a further £123m of non-operating losses relating to businesses closed or sold in the course of the year.

Integration charges increased from £40m to £74m, reflecting the costs of integrating Dorling Kindersley

and NCS Pearson. The total negative cash impact of all these items was £5m.

 $512m $467m

$400m $346m

19%  the penguin group  £820m $1,197m

62%  pearson education  £2,604m $3,802m

19%  the ft group  £801m $1,170m

sales  total £4,225m $6,169m sector analysis

sector analysis

** continuing operations before goodwill and exceptional items

operating profit **  total £426m $622m

geographical analysis

6%  asia pacific  £241m $352m

11%  europe  £446m $651m

10%  united kingdom  £433m $632m

3%  rest of the world  £130m $190m

70%  north america  £2,975m $4,344m

geographical analysis

17%  the ft group  £72m $105m 5%  asia pacific  £24m $35m

19%  the penguin group  £80m $117m 10%  europe  £45m $66m

rest of the world  £(3)m $(4)m

united kingdom  £(37)m $(54)m

64%  pearson education  £274m $400m 85%  north america  £397m $579m

george carter * prentice hall college, pearson educationcatherine pennefather * ft.com

* In 2000, Pearson TV/RTL Group contributed £68m of operating profit.

‘Last year was a tough year for the whole Latin American region.

Sales expectations were too high and we didn’t meet them.

We were all sad about last year’s results but I think we are a great

company, and down here we are making tough decisions so we now

have a good chance to make it better this year.’

laura koestinger * manager and publisher escolar division,
pearson education, latin america
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operating review (continued)

the financial times group

In the toughest advertising market for a decade, in which business-to-business advertising was partic-

ularly adversely affected, the FT Group’s revenues declined by 5% and profits by 27%.

The Financial Times newspaper ended the year with December average daily circulation of 501,259, an

increase of 3% on the previous year. International circulation continued to grow strongly, particularly in

the US with sales up 9% to 141,000. After a strong start to the year, advertising declined sharply in May

and June and further still in the third and fourth quarters. For the full year, advertising volumes were down

29% and advertising revenues down 20%. Benefiting from a series of measures to protect profits, operating

margins at the FT newspaper were significantly higher than in the last advertising recession. 

At Les Echos, average circulation was flat at approximately 127,000, gaining share in a French national

newspaper market that was down 4%. Advertising volumes were down 21% and advertising revenues down

20%, contributing to a 45% decline in profits at Groupe Les Echos. Actions taken to reduce costs ensured

Groupe Les Echos remains France’s most profitable newspaper group.

At Recoletos, (BOLSA MADRID:REC), our Spanish media group, revenues were flat on last year, with adver-

tising revenue declines offset by cover price increases and higher circulation revenues. Profits declined

by 39% as Recoletos invested in new media channels and new markets in the Spanish-speaking world.

Circulation was down 16% to 53,000 at business newspaper Expansión, down 8%

to 372,000 at sports newspaper Marca and up 8% to 314,000 at El Mundo, the daily

newspaper in which Recoletos holds a 30% stake. 

> recoletos and idc are publicly
quoted companies. for more 
information visit www.recoletos.es
or www.interactivedatacorp.com

anthony hackett * ft london

angelika kolf * dorling kindersley, penguin

holly yeager * ft new york

 $512m $467m

$400m $346m

ft year end circulation in thousands

48500

44099

38698

50101

34297

source: ABC

ft.com unique monthly users

jan’99 jan’00 jan’01 jan’02

0.2m

2.7m

source: Company data/ABC

 $512m $467m

$400m $346m

sales

99

01 £801m  $1,170m

£687m  $1,003m

00 £844m  $1,232m

operating profit

99

01 £72m    $105m

£114m  $166m

00 £98m    $143m

‘We’ve talked a lot about ‘content plus applications’ as being central to

our strategy and there is no doubt that technology is transforming all

our businesses. Last year, in our education business alone, we sold

$250m of products which were delivered exclusively online and a further

$1bn of integrated text/web products.’

john fallon * president, pearson, north america
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Interactive Data Corporation (nasdaq:idco), the FT’s asset pricing business, in which Pearson owns a

60% share, had an outstanding year with revenues up 12% and profits up 14%. Its institutional business,

which provides asset pricing services to major financial institutions on a subscription basis and accounts

for approximately 90% of IDC revenues, continued to prove extremely resilient. 

The FT Group’s internet enterprises (which include the online businesses of the Financial Times, Les Echos

and Expansión as well as our share of FT Deutschland’s FTD.de, economist.com, CBSMarketWatch and

eSignal) generated revenues of £51m, up 21% on 2000, despite the advertising

downturn. Losses were lower at £60m as start-up costs fell away as planned and as we

aggressively integrated the FT’s internet businesses. 

FT.com’s popularity continues to increase and in January 2002 it achieved 55 million page views (up 29%

on January 2001) and 2.7 million unique monthly users (up 37%). FT.com has successfully introduced new

revenue streams, including content syndication and premium services, so that advertising now accounts

for approximately 60% of its revenues (compared with 85% in 2000). 

The Economist Group, in which Pearson owns a 50% stake, increased circulation of its flagship weekly

title by 10% to 830,000. It too felt the impact of the advertising downturn, with its contribution to the FT

Group’s profits declining. The Economist Intelligence Unit has successfully transformed itself into a digital

business, with more than 70% of revenues now being electronic, and Chief Financial Officer magazine is

expanding internationally.

FT Deutschland, our joint venture with Gruner + Jahr, delivered robust circulation growth. For the fourth

quarter of 2001, circulation was up 18% on the previous year to 78,000. FTD also continued to gain adver-

tising market share, though the market was particularly tough.

FT Business, the FT Group’s UK specialist financial magazine publisher, increased share and maintained

advertising revenues in a tough market.

laura mercedes * sarah landis * 
stacie nachtome * penguin putnam

nigel pocklington * pearson

‘Our sales team was the first in the UK to sell online and off-line

advertising space from an integrated team. At the time, the

commercial future of the medium was questioned by other media

owners who preferred to ‘wait-and-see’. We think that the big

advertising agencies and their clients are buying the brand and not

just the medium, so we brought the two sales teams together.’

charlie brookes * head of uk display sales, ft london

> go to www.ft.com for the
latest international business
news and analysis

 $512m $467m

$400m $346m

operating profit

2001  2000

ft newspaper £31m $45m £81m $118m

les echos £16m $24m £29m $43m

recoletos £23m $34m £38m $55m

interactive data corp. £67m $98m £59m $86m

assocates and joint ventures                        £(10)m       $(15)m                             £(5)m         $(7)m

ft business £4m $6m £7m $10m

ft business sold £1m $1m £2m $3m

total pre-internet   £132m        $193m                          £211m        $308m

internet enterprises £(60)m $(88)m £(113)m     $(165)m

total £72m        $105m £98m     $143m
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operating review (continued)

the penguin group

The Penguin Group’s total sales increased 9%, boosted by a full-year contribution from Dorling Kindersley.

Underlying sales were up 3% with continued strong bestseller performance partially offset by industry-

wide softness in travel books and backlist sales. Operating profits were £80m, up 1%; these include losses

of £7m at Dorling Kindersley. Underlying operating profits increased by 6%.

In the US, Penguin Putnam posted a record performance on the bestseller lists for a fifth consecutive year.

One hundred and thirty nine Penguin Putnam titles reached the New York Times adult and children’s best-

seller lists, an increase of 30%. Over the last four years, Penguin Putnam has increased

its share of the hard cover bestseller list from 11% to 18% and its share of the

paperback lists from 14% to 24%. In the UK, Penguin had another strong year of best-

seller performance, with 41 titles reaching the Booktrack top 15 (up 5% on 2000). At Dorling Kindersley

(assuming we had owned Dorling Kindersley for the whole of 2000), pro forma sales were 20% lower due

to the closure of the loss-making DKFL and multimedia operations and a one-off increase in returns in

the US resulting from actions to improve the distribution network. Pro forma losses fell to £7m from £21m

the previous year. Animal, the first title in Dorling Kindersley’s new frontlist, exceeded all expectations,

selling more than 500,000 copies in 23 languages since its launch in October 2001.

Together, Penguin and Pearson Education generate more revenues from books than any other media

company in the world. In 2001, we initiated a number of actions to capitalise on our scale to reduce the

use of working capital and deliver savings across our back office operations.

kate schoonmaker * penguin putnam

‘We’ve paired with Penguin to produce a new series of textbooks – called Penguin

Academics – that provide students with an engaging read, in a simple and elegant

format, at an inexpensive price. They are written by Longman’s most prestigious

and talented authors and produced and priced so that studying can compare to

the experience of curling up on the couch with a good novel.’

eric stano * senior acquisitions editor, higher education longman, 
pearson education

 $512m $467m

$400m $346m

penguin margins

12.5%00

11.5%99

9.2%98

12.9%01

excludes Dorling Kindersley

number of bestselling titles

14500

10099

9298

18001

source: New York Times/Booktrack (UK)

 $512m $467m

$400m $346m

sales

99

01 £820m  $1,197m

£565m     $825m

00 £755m  $1,102m

operating profit

99

01 £80m  $117m

£65m    $95m

00 £79m  $115m

> what is the world reading?
find out at www.penguinputnam.com
or www.penguin.co.uk

richard sharp * ft.com
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pearson education

Revenues and operating profits increased by 25% and 16% respectively, including the first full year 

contribution from NCS Pearson. Excluding NCS Pearson and other acquisitions and disposals, underlying

revenues increased by 1% and operating profits fell by 5%. On a pro forma basis (assuming we had owned

NCS Pearson for the whole of 2000), underlying revenues increased by 3%. Difficult market conditions

hit the operating performance of our technology publishing and Latin American educational publishing

operations, reducing operating profits by £30m. 

Our US School business increased underlying sales by 6% (8% on a pro forma basis). Basal and supple-

mentary publishing sales increased by 9%, ahead of the market. Scott Foresman, our elementary school

publisher, took 25% of state adoption revenues (34% of those competed for) and had the year’s best-

selling reading programme. Prentice Hall School, our secondary school publisher, took 30% of state

adoption revenues, and is now the nation’s biggest secondary publisher. Assessment and testing revenues

increased 18% as states such as California, Florida and Texas increased their testing programmes. Sales

of curriculum and school enterprise software fell 2% as the uncertain economic outlook caused schools

to defer discretionary spending.

Our US College business increased underlying sales by 5%, slightly ahead of the market as a whole. The

business benefited from its online investment, with more than 60% of revenues generated through bundled

textbook and internet programmes. Over 900 colleges are now running courses on CourseCompass, our

online course management system launched last year. 

The underlying revenues of our US Professional business fell 21% (14% on a pro forma basis). Our 

technology publishing business was hit hard by the industry-wide recession but gained market share and,

through early action to reduce costs, sustained healthy margins. Our government solutions business, which

helps to test and train federal staff in customer service and technology skills and operates large-scale

data management projects, increased revenues by 18% (stripping out the benefits of the decennial Census

operating profit

                                                                                        2001                                                  2000

pearson education                                           £374m        $546m                           £337m        $492m

ft knowledge                                                     £(23)m       $(34)m                           £(17)m       $(25)m

sub total                                                            £351m         $51$512m                          £320m        $46$467m

internet enterprises                                        £(77)m     $(112)m                          £(83)m     $(121)m

total                                                                    £274m        $400m$400m                          £237m       $346m$346m

alison young * financial times

 $512m $467m

$400m $346m

sales

99

01 £2,604m  $3,802m

£1,725m  $2,519m

00

operating profit

99

01

00£2,090m  $3,051m

£274m  $400m

£237m  $346m

£254m  $371m

melissa pupo * penguin putnam

‘We didn’t know when we bought NCS that George W Bush would be elected

President or that he would make education his top domestic priority. The new

federal legislation - No Child Left Behind - is the most significant I’ve seen in

my 30 years in education. It will bring major changes in schools right across

America and we aim to play our part in ensuring its success.’

peter jovanovich * chief executive, pearson education
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operating review (continued)

contract in 2000 and an acquisition made in 2001). We saw modest revenue growth in our professional

assessment and certification business offset by an expected fall in revenues from data management services.

Our International operations saw underlying revenues decline by 2% (and by 1% on a pro forma basis).

Growth in our English language training (ELT) business was offset by a fall in revenues from technology

publishing. Our school and college publishing operations in Asia, Europe and South Africa all performed

well. In Latin America, particularly in Argentina and Colombia, trading performance was badly hit by the

economic downturn. We restructured our operations in the region, tightening our credit terms and increasing

reserves for obsolescence and bad debts. 

On a standalone basis, total sales at NCS Pearson were up 1% to £592m and profits were up 30% to £63m,

benefiting from the integration into Pearson Education. Stripping out the benefit of the decennial US Census

contract in 2000, underlying sales were up 6% and underlying operating profits were up 47%. (All reported

figures for NCS Pearson include Computer Curriculum Corporation, which has been fully integrated within

NCS Learn, our curriculum software business).

Losses of £23m at FT Knowledge reflected a slowdown in the corporate training market, restructuring

costs and the impact of the September 11 terrorist attacks on the New York Institute of Finance, which

was based in the World Trade Center. Losses from education internet enterprises fell to £77m. We fully

integrated Learning Network, our consumer education portal, within Pearson Education, reducing its cost

base by 75% by the end of the year. Pearson Broadband, our new multimedia education business, made

a good start in its first year of operation. It launched KnowledgeBox, its interactive classroom curriculum

product, in the US and Asia and created a joint venture to produce educational English language program-

ming for CCTV, China’s state broadcaster.

 $512m $467m

$400m $346m

internet enterprises  £8m $12m

sales analysis 2001

internet enterprises  £3m $4m

38%  us school  £978m $1,428m 35%  us school  £732m $1,069m

2%  ft knowledge  £59m $86m 2%  ft knowledge  £43m $63m

22%  us college  £574m $838m 26%  international  £540m $788m

22%  international  £568m $829m 25%  us college  £524m $765m

16%  us professional  £417m $609m 12%  us professional  £248m $362m

2000

natalie ostram * ncs pearson, pearson education

ian pogue * pearson broadband

bill gauld * chief technology officer, pearson

pat duffy * pearson education
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financial review

Although our strong operating performance meant that operating profits from continuing operations

increased by 3% to £426m, we charged a loss against reserves for the year of £568m. This table recon-

ciles the difference between the two, as well as the cash impact of the individual items.

Some of these items – interest, integration costs and dividends – have a cash flow impact roughly equiv-

alent to the charge on the profit and loss account. Others – goodwill and amounts written off investments

– have no cash impact even though they account for the majority of the difference. To complicate matters

further, the non-operating items generated cash for the company but were a debit in

calculating profit, while tax produced a profit and loss credit but was a negative item

in the cash flow statement.

The sale of our 22% share in RTL was not concluded until the end of January 2002 and, as a result, the

proceeds of €1.5bn are not reflected in the 2001 accounts. However, the cash received has allowed us

to reduce our net debt to around £1.5bn since the year end. Both Standard & Poor’s and Moody’s took

account of this disposal in deciding to maintain unchanged credit ratings for the company earlier in 

the year. This formed a key part of our risk management strategy which we refer to in more detail on 

pages 33 to 36.

Over the page we discuss in more detail each of the items set out in the table.

fred donnelly * scott foresman, pearson education

‘Penguin took a big risk to buy the reprint rights to Mark Bowden’s Black

Hawk Down in the belief that it would be a classic. With the recent

release of the movie and more than one million copies in print, it is flying

off the shelves in trade, mass-market and movie tie-in editions and

reached number one on the New York Times list.’

stephen morrison * senior editor, penguin putnam

carol de cruz * ft knowledge
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 profit and loss cash effect

operating profit from continuing operations £426m    $622m    £419m    $612m

operating profit from discontinued operations £37m    $54m    £18m    $26m

total operating profit £463m   $676m   £437m   $638m

goodwill amortisation £(382)m   $(558)m   –   –

goodwill impairment £(61)m   $(89)m    –   –

integration costs £(74)m   $(108)m   £(69)m   $(100)m

non operating items (disposals and closures) £(123)m   $(180)m   £64m   $93m

cost of acquisitions –    –   £(106)m   $(155)m

equity shares issued and other capital items –    –   £19m    $28m 

amounts written off investments £(92)m   $(134)m   –   –

interest £(169)m   $(247)m   £(157)m   $(229)m

taxation £67m   $98m   £(71)m   $(104)m

minority interests £(20)m   $(29)m   £(9)m   $(13)m

dividends £(177)m   $(258)m   £(174)m   $(254)m

total £(568)m   $(829)m$(829)m  £(66)m   $(96)m$(96)m

> for further information see 
the profit and loss account

kathryn dawson * penguin putnam



financial review (continued)

financial statements
goodwill amortisation

We took a charge of £382m for goodwill, a balance sheet item which represents the difference between

the price paid for acquisitions and the fair value of the assets acquired. This goodwill is amortised, typically

over 20 years. The major reason for the increase over last year of £204m is that NCS and Dorling Kindersley

– the two major acquisitions of 2000 – incurred full year amortisation of goodwill for the

first time. This accounted for £69m of the increase.

goodwill impairment

This £61m charge resulted from a review of the carrying value of goodwill on our balance sheet, required

under FRS 10 (Goodwill and Intangible Assets) and FRS 11 (Impairment of Fixed Assets and Goodwill),

which led to a decision to impair the value of Dorling Kindersley by £50m.

Dorling Kindersley was purchased in May 2000 for a price of £318m plus embedded debt of £49m. Although

Dorling Kindersley adds value both to Penguin and our education businesses, and is expected to return

to profit in 2002, the integration has taken longer to achieve than we initially envisaged and we have also

reduced the revenue base in order to eliminate unprofitable publishing. Taken together with a difficult

economic environment, which has affected Dorling Kindersley’s travel guides in particular, we thought it

prudent to write down the value of goodwill by just under 15%.

We also took a total of £11m in write-downs on various other businesses, the largest of these relating to

a Latin American subsidiary. We undertook a detailed review of our 2000 acquisition of NCS but found

no reason to reduce the goodwill we carry on our balance sheet as a result.

integration costs

Integration costs of £74m relate to the one-off costs of integrating significant recent acquisitions into

our existing businesses. £45m was incurred in integrating Dorling Kindersley into the Penguin Group and

the remaining £29m related to the integration of NCS into Pearson Education. This expenditure was in

line with our forecasts at the time of the transactions.

bill brooks * pearson education

‘When a new management team took on the task of modernising the Department of

Education’s Office of Federal Student Aid, we did all we could to help. We transformed

our largest contracts to be performance based. Our immediate reward was increased

customer satisfaction, but the experience has also helped us win new contracts with

the Departments of Justice and Transportation.’

jeff sheetz * vp, government solutions engineering, ncs pearson, pearson education
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> for further information
see the balance sheet 



non-operating items

A charge of £123m for non-operating items relates to losses on the sale or closure of businesses and fixed

assets. It includes our share of the loss on sale of the Journal of Commerce (£36m) by The Economist Group,

a loss on sale of iForum (£27m), an internet-based training company, our share of the net loss on disposals

by the RTL Group (£17m), and the disposal or closure of various smaller businesses (£43m). In 2001 we

also sold FT Energy and received net cash proceeds of £43m. There was no significant profit and loss impact.

amounts written off investments

We concluded a thorough review of our fixed asset investments, principally in the dot.com arena. We have

provided for £55m against these investments, the biggest items being for Business.com (£17m) and 

TimeCruiser (£10m).

We also reviewed the carrying value of Pearson shares held to secure employee share option plans created

at the time of more buoyant stock markets. We determined that the most appropriate course of action

was to ‘mark them to market’ – to write them down to the market price on 31 December, 2001 resulting

in a charge of £37m and bringing the total amount written off investments to £92m.

interest

Net interest rose by £12m to £169m, with average net debt increasing by £375m. This increase in net borrowing

more than offset the effect of a general fall in interest rates during the year. The weighted average three

month LIBOR rate, reflecting the Group’s borrowings in US dollars, euros, and sterling, fell by 230 basis points,

or 2.3%. The effect of these falls was mitigated by our existing portfolio of interest rate swaps, which converted

over half our variable rate commercial paper and bank debt to a fixed rate basis. As a result, the Group’s

net interest rate payable averaged approximately 6.4%, falling 0.5% from the previous year.

taxation

The Group recorded a total pre-tax loss of £438m in 2001; tax relief on this loss was £67m – an effective

rate of 15%. The non-operating tax credit (£159m) includes £143m attributable to settlement of the tax

position on the BskyB and Tussauds disposals which occurred in 1995 and 1998 respectively.

The tax rate on adjusted earnings after internet operations increased from 26% to 31%, and from 23%

to 24% before internet operations. This increase was mainly attributable to the increase in the overall

tax on profits (including those of associates) arising outside the UK and the US. As in previous years, the

main reason for the tax rate on adjusted earnings being lower than might be expected from the UK and

US statutory rates, is the continued availability of losses in the US consolidated tax group. The tax rate

used in calculating adjusted earnings is likely to rise as a result of the implementation of FRS 19, which

is discussed later in this section.

anne sowards * penguin putnam

‘The customers – the CEOs, the investment bankers we go out to interview

every day in the US – they love it. They love the competition in the market,

they love having an alternative, having a broader perspective.’

andrew edgecliffe-johnson * editor Inside Track, financial times

jemima dunne * dorling kindersley, penguinmark cobham * pearson education, canada
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financial review (continued)

minority interests

Minority Interests include a 40% minority share in IDC and a 21% minority share in Recoletos.

dividends

The dividend payment of £177m which we are recommending in respect of 2001 represents 22.3p per

share – a 4% increase on 2000. The dividend is covered 1.0 times by adjusted earnings after internet

enterprises, and 1.1 times by cash flow.

The company seeks to maintain a balance between the requirements of our shareholders, including our

many private shareholders, for a rising stream of dividend income and the re-investment opportunities

that we see across the Group. This balance has been expressed in recent years as a commitment to increase

our annual dividend faster than the prevailing rate of inflation while progressively reinvesting a higher

proportion of our distributable earnings in our business. While this commitment remains unchanged, we

believe that the income requirements of our shareholders should take priority over reinvestment this year.

other financial items
pensions

The company resumed contributions to its UK Pension Fund following a prolonged ‘holiday’ period. The

cash contribution is expected to increase in 2002. The rate of funding of pension liabilities is kept under

regular review by the company and Fund trustees. The proposed changes in the accounting for Pensions

are discussed in the next section.

accounting disclosures and policies

In this report we illustrate the impact of FRS 17 (Retirement Benefits) for pensions and other post retire-

ment benefits ahead of full adoption for 2003. Under the new standard the method of accounting for our

defined benefit pension schemes will change significantly from the current practice under SSAP 24. FRS

17 approaches pension cost accounting from a balance sheet perspective with the net surplus or deficit

in Pearson’s pension schemes being incorporated into the balance sheet. Changes in this surplus or deficit

will flow through the profit and loss account and the statement of total recognised gains and losses. In

this report we have disclosed the effect on the closing balance sheet at the end of 2001 in the notes to

the accounts (see note 11).
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dividend per share

21.4p  31.2¢00

20.1p  29.3¢99

18.8p  27.4¢98

17.4p  25.4¢97

22.3p  32.5¢01

nicole gale * pearson broadband

‘In college publishing, it’s rare to see new courses emerge. We’ve been following the

development of the science of astrobiology – the study of life on Earth, and elsewhere.

How did life evolve on Earth? Could we colonise another planet? Is there life elsewhere in

our Solar System? These ideas seem to grab the attention of non-science majors.

We have been helping professors to start new courses and will be publishing the first

textbook for this course this year.’

adam black * senior acquisitions editor, addison wesley longman, pearson education



FRS 18, ‘Accounting Policies’, has been adopted but has had no significant impact on the results in 2001.

FRS 19, a standard on deferred tax, was introduced in 2000 and we will be adopting this standard in 2002.

FRS 19 will introduce full provisioning for deferred tax and this will have a significant effect on Pearson’s

effective tax rate. The tax benefit of US tax losses is currently accounted for as the losses are utilised.

Under FRS 19 this benefit will no longer arise. 

managing our financial risks
This section explains the Group’s approach to the management of financial risk.

treasury policy

The Group holds financial instruments for two principal purposes: to finance its operations and to manage

the interest rate and currency risks arising from its operations and its sources of finance. The Group finances

its operations by a mixture of cash flows from operations, short-term borrowings from banks and

commercial paper markets, and longer-term loans from banks and capital markets. The Group borrows

principally in US dollars, euros and sterling, at both floating and fixed rates of interest, using derivatives,

where appropriate, to generate the desired effective currency profile and interest rate basis. 

The derivatives used for this purpose are principally interest rate swaps, interest rate caps and collars,

currency swaps and forward foreign exchange contracts.

The main risks arising from the Group’s financial instruments are interest rate risk, liquidity and refinancing

risk, counterparty risk and foreign currency risk. These risks are managed by the group finance director

under policies approved by the board which are summarised below. These policies have remained

unchanged, except as disclosed, since the beginning of 2001. A treasury committee of the board receives

reports on the Group’s treasury activities, policies and procedures, which are reviewed periodically by a

group of external professional advisers. The treasury department is not a profit centre and its activities

are subject to internal audit.

net trading assets
intangible assets

tangible assets

working capital

other net assets

total

£542m         $791m

£894m      $1,305m

£(75)m      $(110)m

£5,623m  $8,210m

£4,261m   $6,221m

capital employed

£420m         $613m

£1,461m   $2,133m

£5,623m  $8,210m

£3,742m   $5,463m

Pro forma including RTL disposal.

shareholders’ funds

provisions & minorities

net debt

total

‘One of FT.com’s biggest customers bought products from across Pearson,

including three different online content packages. We also provided a very

large number of Pearson Education books ‘How to Read the Financial Pages’

as a free launch offer for their customers.’

edward ungar * business development manager, ft.com

juanita griffin * pearson education
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financial review (continued)

Interest rate risk • The Group’s exposure to interest rate fluctuations on its borrowings is managed by

borrowing on a fixed rate basis and by entering into interest rate swaps, interest rate caps and forward

rate agreements. Since December 2000 the Group’s policy objective has been to set a target proportion

of its forecast borrowings (taken at the year end, with cash netted against floating rate debt) to be hedged

(i.e. fixed or capped) over the next four years of 50% to 65% for the first two years, and 40% to 60% for

the next two years. At the end of 2001 that ratio was 59%. On that basis, a 1% change in the Group’s

variable rate US dollar, euro and sterling interest rates have a £10m effect on profit before tax. Since the

year end, the disposal of Pearson’s interest in RTL has resulted in a significant reduction in floating rate

debt. We have cancelled a number of swap contracts in order to bring the balance of fixed and floating

rate debt back within our policy parameters.

Liquidity and refinancing risk • The Group’s objective is to procure continuity of funding at a reasonable

cost. To do this it seeks to arrange committed funding for a variety of maturities from a diversity of sources.

Since May 2000 the Group’s policy objective has been that the weighted average maturity of its core gross

borrowings (treating short-term advances as having the final maturity of the facilities available to refinance

them) should be between three and ten years, and that bank and non-bank sources should each provide at

least £250m of such core gross borrowings.

In April 2001 the Group issued €250m of bonds due 2003. In June 2001 the Group issued $500m of notes

due 2011. As a result, at the end of 2001 the average maturity of gross borrowings was 5.3 years and

non-banks provided £2,078m (75%) of them (down from 5.6 years and up from 56% respectively at the

beginning of the year). The proceeds of the bond and note issues were used to repay part of the Group’s

syndicated bank facility.

robin mallinder * pearson

maria collazo * pearson education

‘I was in my office, three blocks away from the World Trade Center when the

first tower collapsed. We immediately evacuated the building and didn’t

occupy our William Street offices again for one month. From alternate work sites,

we continued to provide our regular data feeds to clients.’

spencer gallagher * director reference data products, ft interactive data

net borrowings fixed and floating rates

                                                                                         2001                                2000

fixed rate                                                         £1,398m    $2,041m                        £1,239m    $1,809m

floating rate                                                      £981m    $1,432m                        £1,062m    $1,551m
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The Group believes that ready access to different funding markets also helps to reduce its liquidity risk,

and that published credit ratings and published financial policies improve such access. The Group manages

the amount of its net debt, and the level of its net interest cover, principally by the use of a target range

for net interest cover. All of the Group’s credit ratings remained unchanged during the year. The long-term

ratings are Baa1 from Moody’s and BBB+ from Standard & Poor’s, and the short-term ratings are P2 and

A2 respectively. The Group continues to operate on the basis that the board will take such action as is

necessary to support and protect its current credit ratings. The Group also maintains undrawn committed

borrowing facilities. At the end of 2001 these amounted to £1,172m, and their weighted average maturity

was 3.5 years.

Counterparty risk • The Group’s risk of loss on deposits or derivative contracts with individual banks is

managed in part through the use of counterparty limits. These limits, which take published credit limits

(among other things) into account, are approved by the group finance director. In addition, for certain

longer dated higher value derivative contracts the Group has entered into mark to market agreements

whose effect is to reduce significantly the counterparty risk of the relevant transactions.

Currency risk • Although the Group is based in the UK, it has a significant investment in overseas oper-

ations. The most significant currency for the Group is the US dollar, followed by the euro and sterling.

The Group’s policy during the year on routine transactional conversions between currencies (for example,

the collection of receivables, and the settlement of payables or interest) remained that these should be

effected at the relevant spot exchange rate. As in previous years, no unremitted profits were hedged with

foreign exchange contracts.

cash inflow – opening net debt £(2,301)m

cash from operations

disposals

net equity

£64m            $92m

£20m            $29m

£553m        $807m

cash outflow – closing net debt £(2,379)m

integration costs

internet enterprises

interest, taxation, dividends and other

acquisitions

£(116)m  $(169)m

£(424)m  $(619)m

£(106)m  $(153)m

£(69)m    $(101)m

sarah goulding * dorling kindersley, penguin

grace veras * penguin putnam

‘After encountering stock fulfilment problems in Canada at the time of the Prentice Hall/ Addison

Wesley merger, we conducted focus groups with bookstore managers. Their feedback inspired us

to create the Bookstore Advisory Council, made up of representatives from the Canadian

bookstore community. This helped Pearson win the Publisher of the Year award at the annual

Eastern and Western Bookstore meeting in 2001.’

michael young * editorial director, higher education, pearson education, canada
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financial review (continued)

The Group’s policy is to align approximately the currency composition of its core borrowings in US dollars,

euros and sterling with the split between those currencies of its forecast operating profit. This policy aims

to dampen the impact of changes in foreign exchange rates on consolidated interest cover and earnings.

Long-term core borrowing is now limited to these three major currencies. However, the Group still borrows

small amounts in other currencies, typically for seasonal working capital needs.

At the year end the split of aggregate net borrowings in its three core currencies was US dollar 68%, euro

13% and sterling 19%. 

frank kozelek * penguin putnam

robin gay * pearson broadband

gross borrowings 2001  2000

bank debt £694m $1,013m £1,252m $1,828m

bonds £2,078m $3,034m £1,565m $2,285m

gross borrowings by currency

us dollars £1,829m $2,670m £1,782m $2,602m

sterling £520m $759m £587m $857m

euro £404m $590m £417m $609m

other £19m $28m £31m $45m

mike smith * learning network, pearson education
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chairman
Dennis Stevenson • chairman, aged 56, has been a non-executive director of Pearson since 1986 and became

executive chairman in 1997. He is also chairman of HBOS plc and a non-executive director of Manpower Inc. in 

the US.

executive directors
Marjorie Scardino • chief executive, aged 55, joined the Pearson board in January 1997. She trained and practised

as a lawyer, and published a weekly newspaper in the US. In 1985 she joined The Economist Group as president of

its North American operations and was its chief executive from 1993 until joining Pearson. She is also a non-

executive director of Nokia Corporation.

David Bell • director for people, aged 55, became a director of Pearson in March 1996. He is chairman of the

Financial Times Group, having been chief executive of the Financial Times from 1993 to 1998. In July 1998 he was

appointed Pearson’s director for people with responsibility for the recruitment, motivation, development and

reward of employees across the Pearson Group. He is also a non-executive director of VITEC Group plc and Zen

Research plc and chairman of the Millennium Bridge Trust.

John Makinson • finance director, aged 47, joined the Pearson board and became finance director in March 1996.

From 1994 to 1996 he was managing director of the Financial Times, and prior to that he founded and managed

the investor relations firm Makinson Cowell. He was appointed chairman of The Penguin Group in May 2001. He is

also a non-executive director of George Weston Limited in Canada.

non-executive directors
Terry Burns*† • aged 57, was the government’s chief economic adviser from 1980 until 1991 and Permanent

Secretary of HM Treasury from 1991 until 1998. He is non-executive chairman of Abbey National plc and Glas

Cymru Limited, and a non-executive director of The British Land Company PLC. He was appointed a non-executive

director of Pearson in May 1999.

Reuben Mark*† • aged 63, is chairman and chief executive of the Colgate Palmolive Company and a director of

Citigroup Inc. and AOL Time Warner Inc. He became a non-executive director of Pearson in 1988.

Vernon Sankey* • aged 52, is non-executive chairman of Gala Group Holdings plc and non-executive deputy

chairman of Photo-Me International plc and Beltpacker plc. He is also a non-executive director of Zurich Financial

Services AG. He became a non-executive director of Pearson in 1993.

Rana Talwar • aged 53, was previously group chief executive of Standard Chartered plc. He became a non-

executive director of Pearson in March 2000.

* a member of the audit committee.
† a member of the personnel committee.
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The directors are pleased to present their report to shareholders, together with the financial statements for the

year ended 31 December 2001 on pages 55 to 58 and 61 to 96. Details of the businesses, the development of the

Group and its subsidiaries and likely future developments are given on pages 10 to 28 of this annual report.

Sales and profits of the different sectors and geographical markets are given on pages 63 and 64.

Results and dividend • The loss for the financial year ended 31 December 2001 was £391m (2000: £179m profit).

The loss retained for the year was £568m (2000: £15m profit) and has been transferred to reserves. A final

dividend of 13.6p per share is recommended for the year ended 31 December 2001. This, together with the interim

dividend already paid, makes a total for the year of 22.3p (2000: 21.4p). The final dividend will be paid on 7 June

2002 to shareholders on the register at the close of business on 15 March 2002, the record date.

Significant acquisitions and disposals • Details of these transactions can be found in notes 26 and 27 to the

accounts on pages 88 to 90.

Transactions with related parties • Details of transactions with related parties, which are reportable under FRS 8,

are given in note 31 to the accounts on page 93.

Capital expenditure • The analysis of capital expenditure and details of capital commitments are shown in note 13

to the accounts on page 74.

Directors • The present members of the board, together with their biographical details, are shown on page 37. 

Gill Lewis resigned as a director on 27 April 2001. Details of directors’ remuneration and interests in ordinary

shares and options of the company are contained in the personnel committee report on pages 45 to 54. Three

directors, Dennis Stevenson, Reuben Mark and Marjorie Scardino, will retire by rotation at the forthcoming Annual

General Meeting (AGM) on 26 April 2002. All three, being eligible, will offer themselves for re-election. Details of

directors’ service contracts can be found on page 49. No director was materially interested in any contract of

significance to the company’s business.

Corporate governance • The board supports the principles of good governance and code of best practice

expressed in the Combined Code (the Code) published in June 1998. This directors’ report, including the personnel

committee report which has been considered and adopted by the board, describes how the company has applied

such principles and, apart from the following exception, has complied with the provisions set out in section 1 of

the Code. Given the calibre and experience of the non-executive directors, the board does not believe the

identification of a senior independent director is appropriate. If any shareholders have any concerns they wish to

raise, they should raise them in the first instance with the chairman who will, as a matter of principle, raise them

with the non-executive directors. 

The board • The board currently comprises four executive directors, including the chairman, who is part-time, and

four non-executive directors. All of the non-executive directors are independent of management and free from any

business or other relationship which could materially interfere with the exercise of their independent judgement.

The board schedules six meetings each year and arranges to meet at other times as appropriate. There is a formal

schedule of matters specifically reserved to the board for decision and approval, and the board is supplied in a

timely manner with the necessary information to discharge its duties. A procedure exists for directors to seek

independent professional advice in the furtherance of their duties, and all directors have access to the advice

and services of the company secretary.

Board committees • The board of directors has established the following committees all of which have written

terms of reference setting out their authority and duties:

i Audit committee • This committee is chaired by Vernon Sankey and its other members are Terry Burns and

Reuben Mark. All are non-executive directors. The committee provides the board with the means to appraise

Pearson’s financial management and reporting, and to assess the integrity of the Group’s accounting procedures

and financial controls. The Group’s internal and external auditors have direct access to the committee to raise any

matter of concern and to report the results of work directed by the committee. The committee reports to the full

board of Pearson.

ii Personnel committee • This committee is chaired by Reuben Mark and its other member is Terry Burns. Both are

non-executive directors. The committee meets regularly to decide the remuneration and benefits packages of the

executive directors and the chief executives of the main operating companies, as well as recommending the

chairman’s remuneration to the board for its decision. It also reviews the Group’s management development and

succession plans. The committee reports to the full board and its report, which has been considered and adopted

by the board, is set out on pages 45 to 54.
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iii Nomination committee • This committee is chaired by Dennis Stevenson and comprises all directors. The

committee meets from time to time as necessary to consider the appointment of new directors.

iv Treasury committee • This committee comprises Dennis Stevenson, John Makinson, Vernon Sankey and Rana

Talwar. The committee sets the policies for the company’s treasury department and reviews its procedures on a

regular basis.

Internal control • The directors have reviewed the effectiveness of the Group’s internal control process in

accordance with provision D.2.1 of the Combined Code.

The directors are responsible for the Group’s system of internal control and reviewing its effectiveness. They

consider that the system of internal control is appropriately designed to manage the risk environment facing the

Group and to provide reasonable, but not absolute, assurance against material misstatement or loss.

They confirm that there is an ongoing process, embedded within the Group’s integrated internal control system

which allows for the identification, evaluation and management of significant business risks, together with a

reporting process to the board. The directors require operating companies to undertake at least annual reviews to

identify new or potentially under managed risks. The results of these reviews are reported annually to the board

via the audit committee. This process has been in place throughout 2001 and up to the date of the approval of this

annual report and accords with the Turnbull guidance.

The main elements of the Group’s internal control system including risk identification are as follows:

i Board • The board of directors, which has overall responsibility for the Group’s system of internal control,

exercises control through an organisational structure with clearly defined levels of responsibility, authority and

appropriate reporting procedures. The board meets regularly and has a regular schedule of matters that are

brought to it or its duly authorised committees for decision, aimed at maintaining effective control over strategic,

financial, operational and compliance issues. This structure includes the audit committee, which with the finance

director, reviews the effectiveness of the internal financial and operating control environment of the Group. The

audit committee meets regularly, at least three times per annum, and considers, inter alia, reports from internal

and external auditors covering such matters.

ii Operating company controls • The identification and mitigation of major business risks is the responsibility of

operating management. Each operating company maintains controls and procedures appropriate to its own

business environment whilst conforming to Group standards and guidelines, including procedures to identify and

then mitigate all types of risks. To this end operating companies are required to undertake at least annual risk

reviews to identify new or potentially under managed risks, the results of which are reported to the board.

iii Financial reporting • There is a comprehensive budgeting and forecasting system with an annual budget

approved by the board of directors. Monthly financial information, including balance sheets, cash flow statements,

trading results and indebtedness, are reported against the corresponding figures for the budget and the previous

year, with corrective action being taken by the directors as appropriate. In addition, these reports contain

summary information of the major business issues and risks facing the operating companies, as well as the

actions needed or taken to either mitigate or take advantage of them.

iv Treasury management • The treasury department operates within policies approved by the board, and its

procedures are reviewed regularly by the treasury committee. Major transactions are authorised outside the

department at the requisite level and there is an appropriate segregation of duties. Frequent reports are made to

the finance director and regular reports are prepared for the treasury committee.

v Group control • The Group control department has the central responsibility for risk control and internal audit,

which it exercises through teams located both in the UK and the US. The department reviews business risks,

processes and procedures in all the main operating companies, agrees with operating companies their plans to

eliminate or mitigate risks where possible, and to improve controls and processes. It monitors operating

companies’ progress and reports the results of its work regularly to executive management and, via the audit

committee, to the board. Annually, via the audit committee, the Group control department specifically reports on

business risk to executive management and the board.

vi Insurance • Insurance cover is provided either through Pearson’s captive insurance subsidiary or externally,

depending on the scale of the risk in question and the availability of cover in the external market. The events of 11

September 2001 are projected to result in a general and significant increase in insurance premiums. Consequently

the Group is undertaking a review of its insurance coverage to ensure that it has the most cost effective balance

between insured and uninsured risks.
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Going concern • Having reviewed the Group’s liquid resources and borrowing facilities, and the 2002 and 2003

cash flow forecasts contained in the Group budget for 2002, the directors believe that the Group and the company

have adequate resources to continue as a going concern for the foreseeable future. For this reason, the financial

statements have, as usual, been prepared on a going concern basis.

Shareholder communication • Pearson has an extensive programme of communication with all our shareholders –

large and small, institutional and private. Pearson’s shareholder base has a very wide geographic spread, so we

are using the internet and webcasting to ensure that shareholders have ease of access to corporate results and

news. We also make a particular effort to communicate effectively and regularly with Pearson’s employees, a big

majority of whom are shareholders in the company. 

We post all company announcements on our website (www.pearson.com) as soon as they are released. 

Major shareholder presentations are made accessible via webcast or conference call wherever possible.

www.pearson.com has a dedicated investor relations section which contains an extensive archive of past

announcements and presentations, historical financial performance and share price data and a calendar of 

future events.

Each year our AGM – which will be held on 26 April this year – includes information about Pearson’s businesses

and the previous year’s results as well as general AGM business.

People • Pearson wants to be the best employer in the world. We still have some way to go but we start with the

simple idea that people are by far our most important asset. Our commitment to continuous improvement in all

areas of people management is stronger than ever and our major training and development initiatives have

continued despite the tougher trading conditions in our businesses.

With three major businesses operating in over 60 countries, each unit has responsibility for day-to-day people

management including: recruitment; terms and conditions of employment; remuneration, where the aim is to

provide an appropriate rate for the job taking into account relevant recruitment markets, business sectors and

geographic regions; employee relations; training and health and safety. In the past year Pearson has also played

an increasing role in encouraging collaboration across companies within the Group. New targets have been set to

encourage people to move between companies.

Pearson’s role is to ensure that businesses have the necessary people to discharge these responsibilities and to

set the framework within which detailed employment policies are developed. Pearson itself is responsible for

monitoring and overseeing the compensation, benefits, staffing, succession, development and training of the most

senior executives; career development and management of potential across Pearson, including graduates;

designing and implementing Pearson-wide remuneration plans, including employee share plans and the sharing of

resources and expertise.

Pearson, for the fourth consecutive year, has been placed in the Top 100 Companies by the US magazine Working

Mother. In the UK, a Sunday Times survey ranked Pearson as one of the best places to work among the UK’s top 50

companies. 

On average there were 29,027 people in the company last year.

i Employment • The employment policies of the Group embody the principles of equal opportunity and are

designed to meet the needs of operating companies and comply with local regulations in their areas of operation.

The sole criterion for selection, training, development and promotion is the individual’s suitability for the position

of employment offered and his or her aptitudes and abilities. The company takes seriously its statutory

obligations relating to disabled persons and seeks not to discriminate against current or prospective employees

because of a reason relating to their disability. We always look to make reasonable adjustments to premises, or

employment arrangements, if these substantially disadvantage a disabled employee, or prospective employee,

compared to an able-bodied person. Pearson contributed to the recent Kingsmill Report set by the UK government

on women’s employment and pay and the company has developed internal initiatives on diversity and work-life

practices and a common approach to appraisal and development reviews.

We seek to treat all employees decently. Our employing companies enter into proper employment arrangements

with their people, always meeting or exceeding their local statutory or regulatory obligations. Each of our

companies has appropriate policies should the need for job losses arise.

ii Training and development • Pearson’s commitment to training and development is now embedded in the

company and during 2001 more people were involved than ever before in development activities. In addition to

the curriculum within each business, programmes were delivered in Asia, Australia, the US and Europe.
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Much of the responsibility for training and development has been devolved to the operating companies. Pearson

Education appointed a dedicated management development director with a portfolio of activities and a learning

curriculum that spans all parts of the organisation. Similar programmes operate in the Financial Times, at Penguin

and elsewhere across the Group.

Pearson’s Senior Management Programme has run since 1999 and took place in Singapore in 2001. It has now

been attended by the top teams from every business. This group addressed many critical business issues and is

involved in developing the next phase of the programme. A much greater emphasis has been placed on mentoring

and coaching.

The Pearson graduate training scheme recruits new talent into each of the businesses. Graduates work in different

parts of the organisation, both in the UK and internationally, and are brought together for training and

development. Annually the chairman hosts a meeting at which the graduates present project work undertaken and

there is the opportunity for discussion with mentors and other senior managers on their career in Pearson.

Pearson has been involved for a number of years in the Chevening Scholarship scheme, administered by the

Foreign & Commonwealth Office in the UK. We have successfully sponsored people from China, India and South

Africa on MBA programmes at UK universities. In 2001, Pearson employed a number of these scholars after

graduation.

Our relationship with Duke University has strengthened with 20 managers studying the cross-continent MBA. After

graduation these managers will be given a major business challenge to address as an opportunity to put their new

learning swiftly to the test.

Each year a group of some 100 high potential people is brought together to work with top management on current

strategic issues and to provide new thinking and innovation. These FORUMS have a significant impact on

motivation and retention of key talent. 

The sharing of skills and expertise in the company was greatly helped by the implementation in 2001 of a more

structured approach to appraisal, career development and succession planning across Pearson. The introduction

of a Pearson policy that provides a consistent and supportive process for moving individuals across businesses

has helped to increase international mobility. 

iii Employee participation • Share ownership lies at the heart of Pearson’s remuneration philosophy and the

directors believe that the very best way for our people to profit from Pearson’s success is for them to become

shareholders. Pearson operates both worldwide profit sharing and share acquisition plans in over 60 countries.

With more than half our people in the US, we have taken special care to make it easy for them to acquire shares in

Pearson. The listing of our shares on the New York Stock Exchange allows us to operate a US Employee Stock

Purchase Plan that makes owning shares in Pearson accessible to the majority of our employees.

iv Employee communication • Employee communication continues to be developed through regular Group-wide

communication from the chief executive, Marjorie Scardino; wide-ranging presentations to staff around the world

in connection with the publication of Pearson’s results or other important events; the distribution of InPearson,

the employee magazine; Pearson to Pearson, the Group-wide intranet and reports to participants in the various

benefit plans. The various operating companies also have their own channels of communication such as briefing

groups, videos, magazines and newsletters.

v European employee forum • Pearson has established a European Employee Forum with elected representatives

from each of the Group’s main operating companies and from countries in Europe where the Group’s operations

are of significant scale. The forum is intended to provide an arena for the exchange of relevant and appropriate

information and to establish a constructive dialogue between management and employees on transnational issues

that affect them. Two meetings of the forum were held in 2001. Representatives from the forum and Pearson

assisted with some research undertaken on behalf of the European Commission and attended a joint seminar on

employee financial participation.

Labour standards and human rights • During 2000, Pearson, along with other companies, signed a ‘global

compact’ at the United Nations which sets out a series of principles on labour standards, human rights and the

environment. In 2001, with the assistance of independent consultants, we have put in place a procedure covering

approximately 80% of our workforce primarily focusing in the UK and the US but also some of our businesses in

Germany, Italy and Japan. 
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Some of the UN principles concern the environment and are covered by our environmental policy. Others refer to

labour standards and human rights. They are:

Labour Standards

• Freedom of association and the right to collective bargaining 

• The elimination of all forms of compulsory labour

• The abolition of child labour

• The elimination of discrimination in employment and occupation

Human Rights

• To support and respect international human rights within our sphere of influence

• To ensure that we are not complicit in human rights abuses.

i Labour Standards

The following guidelines reflect the UN principles and show our key commitments. Through our process, we are

confident that, for the businesses surveyed, we meet or exceed the following commitments:

• We offer equal employment opportunities to all. The people we recruit and promote are selected on merit and

suitability, and are not discriminated against because of gender, race, origin, background, religion, marital

status, sexual orientation, disability or age. We recognise that an aid to further progress will be to establish an

overarching diversity policy and we will do this in 2002. 

• We comply with the relevant laws relating to employment and employment conditions in each country and

business surveyed. We remain committed where such laws are lacking, to introduce our own guidelines,

however, this was not an issue in the businesses surveyed. Subject to any laws, we fully respect the right of our

people to freedom of association and representation either through trades unions, works councils, or any other

appropriate forum.

• We have systems in place to deal with physical and verbal abuse, or the threat of it, and any other form of

intimidation within our workforce.

• We recognise that labour standards and conditions may vary from country to country. Pearson companies

conduct business in many of the poorer countries of the world where living standards are low. Different attitudes

to both adult and child labour prevail. Where Pearson companies directly control their activities in a country, we

will ensure that our people have satisfactory wages and working conditions, and that there is no exploitation of

labour. Working terms will take account of local economies.

Our survey process identified that more needs to be done to meet our supply chain commitments below. A start

has been made in raising issues with our major UK suppliers. In 2002, we plan to contact in writing all key

suppliers with whom we have an ongoing relationship to communicate our expectations. This will be accompanied

by guidance for our professional buyers on incorporating our commitments into operational practice.

• In addition, we will expect those who provide us with goods and services to assure, and if necessary

demonstrate to us, that their businesses at least comply with the UN standards set out above. We also expect

third party suppliers to provide satisfactory working conditions for their employees.

• We will advise third party suppliers that we will positively support their efforts to comply with our guidelines to

enable them broadly to adhere to the UN ‘global compact’, and we will expect them to do so within an agreed

time frame.

We found that the following guidelines were not relevant in the context of the countries and businesses surveyed

in the first phase. In 2002, we plan to extend the process to include the remaining 20% of our workforce not

covered this time.

• Operating in low cost environments has a financial benefit. It also carries a social responsibility. Any

improvement in working conditions or pay agreed with a local supplier has to be pursued with care. There may

be occasions when to insist on instant change could lead to immediate and damaging unemployment; or it could

create ‘underground’ employment which would be infinitely more dangerous and totally unregulated. In such

instances Pearson will agree a timetable for steady and sustained improvement.
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• We recognise that there are great social, educational, health or safety problems in areas of the world where we

do business and which affect our people. We will help, wherever possible, to educate our people in the

workplace about such risks.

In each country, our local subsidiary will be responsible for monitoring activity annually. These reports will be

submitted to the director for people at Pearson each year.

ii Human Rights

Pearson companies and people operate globally. Our products are produced and manufactured across the world

and sold in many countries, often by companies we do not own which are operating on our behalf. We will, in the

course of conducting business in ‘high risk areas’, ensure that we are not complicit in human rights abuses. This

assurance can only come with regular monitoring. If we were to find ourselves inadvertently implicated in abuses

of human rights, we would take immediate steps to rectify such a situation.

iii Board Responsibility

David Bell, as director for people, is the board director with overall responsibility for labour standards, human

rights and environmental issues.

Environmental Policy

Pearson does not directly operate in industries where there is a potential for serious industrial pollution. Our

main products are based on intellectual property. However, in our normal operations we do things that have an

impact on the environment in many ways.

Pearson has had an environmental policy since 1992. In an ever-changing world, environmental issues concern the

company and its shareholders, customers, staff and the general public alike. During 2000, we reviewed our policy

and concluded that, although most of the original principles were still valid, we needed to enhance our efforts and

measure them better. During 2001 we have worked with independent consultants to put in place a benchmarking

procedure to allow us to measure our progress. The procedure has been tested with our businesses in the US and

UK involving buildings that house over 100 people or are over 25,000 sq ft in size. The data collected from our

surveys has allowed us to set benchmarks to report against.

For the buildings and companies involved in this first phase we can confirm we meet the principal commitments

we have set for ourselves:

• We comply with the relevant environmental laws and regulations applicable in each country in which we operate.

• We work with regulatory agencies and advisers as necessary in the implementation of effective environmental

policies, and, where no regulations exist, we set our own guidelines.

• We take account of environmental issues when placing contracts with our top suppliers of goods and services. 

In 2002, we plan a major communication programme with all our suppliers in this area.

• We continue to introduce energy efficient systems into our buildings and to manage sensibly our energy

requirements.

• A senior executive, Alan Miller, has the responsibility for ensuring that our environmental principles are followed

and we progress towards the targets we set ourselves. The board is taking an active interest in our progress, and

each of our operating companies has nominated a senior person to take responsibility for implementing our

policy in those businesses. An annual report on our progress is being reviewed by the board later in 2002.

• Our environmental policy and our annual environmental report are available to everyone in Pearson through our

website, and we have encouraged people to participate and contribute to the development of environmental

initiatives as they affect our business.

Health and Safety • We continue to be committed to protecting our people through our health and safety practices

in the workplace and some details of our progress will form part of our environmental report 2001 available on our

website in late March.

ABI disclosure guidelines on social responsibility • We intend to put in place procedures during the year to enable

us to comply with the ABI disclosure guidelines on social responsibility.

Supplier payment policy • Operating companies are responsible for agreeing the terms and conditions, including

terms of payment, under which business transactions with their suppliers are conducted. It is Group policy that

suppliers are made aware of such terms of payment and that payments to suppliers are made in accordance with

these terms, provided that the supplier is also complying with all relevant terms and conditions. Group trade

creditors at 31 December 2001 were equivalent to 33 days of purchases during the year ended on that date. The

company does not have any significant trade creditors enabling it to produce creditor information for this purpose.
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External giving

In 2001, Pearson’s external giving totalled £2.39m (2000: £1.79m). This was split between the UK (£745,000;

£847,000 in 2000) and the rest of the world (£1,648,000; £938,000 in 2000).

The rest of the world figure includes $759,850 donated by Pearson to the Pearson Relief Fund to support those

affected by the tragic events of 11 September 2001. Pearson made an initial donation of $500,000 and a further

$259,850 to match employee donations, bringing the total raised to more than $1,000,000. The Pearson Relief

Fund decided to focus on children, with donations being made to a number of projects including The Families of

Freedom Scholarship, GNYHF Disaster Fund for Post-Traumatic Stress Counselling, The Robin Hood Foundation

and Relief Fund and The Survivors’ Fund in Washington DC.

Pearson, its businesses and its people have a history of supporting a range of community and charitable causes

through donating cash and products, matching employee fundraising and supporting volunteering initiatives.

In 2000 we conducted a major review of our community involvement, with the aim of focusing our support more

closely around themes with a particular social need and where Pearson could make a unique contribution. In July

2001 we launched the Pearson ‘Teachers First’ programme as part of a major corporate philanthropic partnership

with a Boston-based non-profit organisation, Jumpstart. Jumpstart connects college students who aim to become

teachers with low-income pre-school children across the US. Pearson has made a $2.5m, three-year commitment

which will support college students who have trained with the Jumpstart programme to become full-time teachers

in a ‘Head Start’ or other early childhood centre.

Pearson and its operating companies continue to support a number of other community projects such as Book Aid

International which distributes books and educational materials in Africa. The Financial Times Group continues to

support schools and charities in its local London borough of Southwark including reading and mentoring schemes

at local schools and colleges. Penguin UK has donated to the London Connection, a day centre for the homeless.

Pearson has supported Literacy Partners in the US for a number of years which focuses on adult and family

literacy programmes.

While Pearson does not make party political donations, it does support a number of independent research

institutes across the political spectrum.

Share capital • Details of share issues are given in note 24 to the accounts on pages 86 and 87. At the AGM held

on 27 April 2001, the company was authorised, subject to certain conditions, to acquire up to 79 million of its

ordinary shares by market purchase. Although circumstances have not merited using this authority and there are

no plans at present to do so, shareholders will be asked to renew this authority at the AGM on 26 April 2002.

At 4 March 2002, beneficial interests amounting to 3% or more of the issued ordinary share capital of the

company notified to the company comprised:

number of shares percentage

Telefónica Media SA 38,853,403 4.85%

The Capital Group Companies Inc. 58,196,705 7.26%

Annual general meeting • The notice convening the AGM to be held at 12 noon on Friday, 26 April 2002 at The

Queen Elizabeth II Conference Centre, Broad Sanctuary, Westminster, London SW1P 3EE, is contained in a circular

to shareholders to be dated 26 March 2002.

Registered auditors • In accordance with section 384 of the Companies Act 1985 (the Act) resolutions proposing

the reappointment of PricewaterhouseCoopers as auditors to the company, at a level of remuneration to be agreed

by the directors, will be put to the shareholders at the AGM.

Statement of directors’ responsibilities • Company law requires the directors to prepare financial statements for

each financial year which give a true and fair view of the state of affairs of the company and Group as at the end

of the year and of the profit or loss of the Group for that period. The directors are also responsible for the

maintenance of adequate accounting records in compliance with the Act, for safeguarding the assets of the Group,

and for preventing and detecting fraud and other irregularities. In preparing the financial statements on pages 55

to 58 and 61 to 96 inclusive, the directors consider that appropriate accounting policies have been used and

applied in a consistent manner, supported by reasonable and prudent judgements and estimates, and that all

relevant accounting standards have been followed. 

julia casson • secretary • 4 march 2002
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Relevant background • Reuben Mark chairs the personnel committee; the other member of the committee is Terry

Burns. Both are non-executive directors. Responsibility for servicing the committee rests with David Bell, the

director for people, and the committee  has regular access to independent advice. Dennis Stevenson and Marjorie

Scardino attend unless their own personal positions are being discussed.

It is named the personnel committee rather than the more conventional remuneration committee to underline the

fact that, while a major part of its responsibility is concerned with remuneration, its overriding brief in an

unusually people dependent company is to help Pearson achieve its goal of being the best employer in the world.

The main roles of the committee are to :

• approve the pay and benefits packages of the executive directors, the chief executives of the main operating

companies and other members of the Pearson Management Committee;

• recommend the chairman’s remuneration to the board;

• review the company’s management development, training and succession plans;

• monitor the operation of Pearson’s reward programmes.

Widespread employee ownership is central to the committee’s philosophy. Considerable progress has been made

in the last five years in increasing the number of our people who own shares or are saving to acquire them:

• the company operates a profit sharing plan under which all employees (except executive directors) can, at the

discretion of the board, receive a cash bonus and Pearson shares based on the company’s overall profitability in

addition to anything they might receive under their own companies’ plans;

• for the past four years all employees worldwide have been able to acquire shares through a savings contract

linked to a share plan;

• the company also has a significant proportion of our people receiving awards under discretionary equity-based

incentive plans with over 3,000 participating this year compared with 185 in 1996.

Compliance • The Financial Services Authority requires companies to comply with the provisions of the Combined

Code on corporate governance. The committee has considered the provisions in Schedule A of the Combined Code

on the design of performance-related remuneration. We believe that the company has complied throughout 

the year.

Explanation of the company’s remuneration policy • We set out below the company’s policies for each of the main

elements of remuneration, namely:

• base salary;

• annual bonus;

• annual bonus share matching;

• equity-based incentives.

Base salary • Our aim is that base salaries should be set at levels which are competitive with those of directors

and executives in similar positions in comparable companies. We monitor this through the use of independent

surveys.

Table 1 on page 50 of this report shows the base salaries for the executive directors following the increases

effective from 1 January 2001.

Although the current salaries of the executive directors are not in all cases in line with those of their competitors,

the executive directors (along with their fellow senior managers) decided not to receive an increase in their base

salaries with effect from 1 January 2002.
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Annual bonus • The maximum bonus that can be earned by executive directors, chief executives of the company’s

main operating companies and other members of the Pearson Management Committee is 100% of annual base

salary. Maximum bonus for other senior executives ranges downward from this level. Receiving the maximum

requires the achievement of very stretching financial targets set by the committee. 

The targets for 2001 related to growth in underlying sales and adjusted earnings per share (on both a pre- and

post-internet basis) and trading cash conversion. Performance is measured separately for each item. Although

the executive directors were entitled to a bonus of 30% of salary based on the company’s trading cash conversion

performance, they elected not to receive a bonus this year.

The committee will continue to review the bonus plans on an annual basis and to revise the bonus limits and

targets in the light of the current conditions. The committee does, from time to time, award individual

discretionary bonuses but none were awarded for 2001. Bonuses do not form part of pensionable earnings.

Annual bonus share matching • The annual bonus share matching plan permits executive directors and senior

executives around the Group to take up to 50% of any after tax annual bonus in the form of Pearson shares. If

these shares are held – and the company’s adjusted earnings per share increases in real terms by at least 3% per

annum – the company will match them on a gross basis of one share for every two held after three years and

another one for two originally held (i.e. a total of one for one) after five years.

For the award made in 1998, the earnings per share growth target of 16.6% for 1997 to 2000 was met and

participants became entitled to the one-for-two match. On the third anniversary of the award, all participants

elected to leave their shares in the plan so as to be eligible for the second one-for-two match, subject to the

earnings per share target for 1997 to 2002 being met in 2003.

Executive directors’ interests and entitlements under this plan are shown in tables 3 and 4 on pages 52 and 53 of

this report.

Equity-based incentives • Eligible employees are covered by four different equity-based incentive plans :

• the incentive share plan of 1993;

• the reward plan of 1999;

• executive and special share options plans for employees not covered by the reward plan;

• the long-term incentive plan of 2001.

On an ongoing basis, the company currently only operates the latter plan. However, we summarise below the

outstanding items under all four.

The incentive share plan • This was introduced in 1993 to award executives of the Group based on the

performance of the company over the medium to longer term as measured by total shareholder return relative to

the average of the FTSE-100 total return index. In the light of external changes we substituted first the reward plan

and now the long-term incentive plan for this. Dennis Stevenson’s is the only outstanding award under this plan

covering the five-year performance period May 1997 to April 2002. The committee at the time decided it was

appropriate that the Chairman’s long-term reward should be on a longer basis than that of the other senior

executives whose awards were based on a three-year performance period.

Full details of any release of shares under this plan will be set out in the committee’s report for 2002 being the

financial year covering the end of the performance period.

Dennis Stevenson’s entitlements under this plan are shown in tables 3 and 4 on pages 52 and 53 of this report.
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The reward plan • The Pearson Reward Plan had two elements: Pearson Premium Options (PPOs) linked to the rise

in the Pearson share price over three to seven years and Pearson shares in the form of Pearson Equity Incentives

(PEIs) linked to the three-year cumulative growth in Pearson’s free cash flow (being operating cash flow less tax

liabilities on operating activities and interest paid). Two awards were made under this plan, one in 1999 and the

other in 2000. Executive directors’ entitlements under this plan are shown in tables 3, 4 and 5 on pages 52, 53 and

54 of this report.

For the different tranches of PPOs to become exercisable, the Pearson share price has to stay above certain

thresholds for 20 consecutive days within specified periods as follows:

1999 2000 

3-year PPOs £13.724 £23.028

5-year PPOs £16.475 £27.636

7-year PPOs £19.216 £32.243

The share price targets for the three-year and five-year tranches of PPOs granted in 1999 were met in 2000. In

addition, for options to be exercisable, the company’s adjusted earnings per share has to increase in real terms by

at least 3% per annum over the three-year period prior to exercise.

In its report for 2000, the committee said that, in relation to the PEIs awarded in 1999, the exceptionally high free

cash flow for 1998 arising from a cash conversation performance of 102% made a double digit increase target

from the 1998 base unrealistic in the context of the plan. As a consequence, the committee re-calibrated the

targets for the 1999 to 2001 performance period based on the free cash flow that would have been derived from a

95% cash conversion, which, in the committee’s view, is a good, but more normal, level of performance. On this

basis, the threshold for pay out, at which 50% of the shares awarded became payable was a cumulative pre-

internet free cash flow per share of 131.0p and the target for 100% pay out was 143.6p. Maximum pay out under

the plan is 150% of shares awarded. Actual performance was 142.9p resulting in a pay out of 97.2% of shares

awarded.

The PEIs awarded in 1999 vest on 8 June 2002. Following vesting, the shares remain subject to a two-year

retention period and participants may call for their shares at any time until 8 December 2004. Shares may only be

sold during the two-year retention period to satisfy any liability to tax or social security contributions that arises

on calling for the shares. Any movement in shares for executive directors will be set out in the committee’s report

for 2002.

For executive directors, table 4 on page 53 indicates the number of shares out of the maximum number of shares

that could have vested that have lapsed.

The vesting of PEIs awarded in 2000 is related to performance over the period 2000 to 2002. The committee will

set out the targets used in its report for the final year of that period.

Executive directors and managers covered by the reward plan were not eligible for grants of conventional share

options in any year in which they received an award under the reward plan.

Executives and special share options plans • Options at market value at the date of grant were granted to 

eligible employees not covered by the reward plan.

Under the executive share option plan, awards were within individual and overall limits authorised by

shareholders. The exercise of options granted since 1996 is subject to a real increase in the company’s adjusted

earnings per share over a three-year period. For options granted in 1998, the target for 1997 to 2000 was growth

in our adjusted earnings per share of 13.6% (for the options granted in March 1998) and 16.6% (for the options

granted in September and December 1998). These targets were met and, as a consequence, these options became

exercisable on 26 March 2001, 14 September 2001 and 2 December 2001 respectively.
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In 2000, Pearson made one-off share option and restricted share awards under a special share programme that

the board adopted and introduced on the recommendation of the committee to deal with competitive and

employee retention issues in our internet and internet-related businesses at that time. The exercise of share

options granted under this programme is not subject to performance conditions. The vesting of restricted shares is

subject to a real increase in the company’s adjusted earnings per share of at least 3% per annum over the three-

year period 1999 to 2002. No new shares will be issued to satisfy awards under this programme and executive

directors were not eligible to participate in it. 

The long-term incentive plan • The plan consists of two parts:

• stock options;

• restricted stock.

The aim is to give the committee a range of tools with which to link corporate performance to management’s long-

term reward in a flexible way. The principles underlying it are as follows:

• the vesting of restricted stock awards is normally dependent on the satisfaction of a stretching corporate

performance target over a three-year period;

• the committee establishes guidelines that set out the maximum expected value of awards each year using an

appropriate methodology for fixing the relative values of both option grants and restricted stock awards;

• the maximum expected value of awards for executive directors is broadly calculated by bringing expected total

compensation to the upper quartile of market practice for a selected group of comparable companies in the US

and the UK;

• no more than 10% of Pearson equity will be issued or be capable of being issued under all Pearson’s share

plans in any ten-year period commencing in January 1997. Within this overall 10% limit no more than 1.5% of

new-issue equity may be placed under option under the plan in any year;

• awards of restricted stock are satisfied using existing shares.

The first round of awards in 2001 was as follows:

• the committee agreed the maximum 1.5% of new-issue equity for option grants under this plan (having satisfied

itself that the company had achieved the growth in earnings per share required to allow it to release the

options);

• the vesting of the restricted stock awards made in 2001 is related to performance over the period 2001 to 2003.

The committee will set out the targets used in its report for the final year of that period;

• executive directors and senior executives received a blend of stock options and performance-related restricted

stock. Using a simplified version of the ‘Black Scholes’ model, each option was valued at approximately 40% of

the market value of the shares at the date of grant. Performance-related restricted stock awards were valued at

80% of the market value of the shares comprised in the award;

• in line with our policy, the expected values of the awards for executive directors were three times salary for

Marjorie Scardino and twice times salary for John Makinson and David Bell. Details of these share option grants

and restricted stock awards are set out in tables 3, 4 and 5 on pages 52, 53 and 54 of this report.

Shareholding policy • In line with its policy of encouraging widespread employee ownership, the committee has

been keen to encourage executive directors and the chairman to build up a substantial shareholding for the

company. In view of the volatility of the stock market, we do not think it is appropriate to specify a particular

relationship of shareholding to salary. However, we intend from now to describe separately in this report both the

numbers of shares that the executive directors and the chairman hold and the value expressed as a percentage of

base salary.
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The current value of holdings based on the middle market value of Pearson shares of £7.70 on 1 March 2002

(being the latest practicable date prior to the announcement of the results for 2001) against current base salary is

as follows:

no. of shares value(% of base salary)

Dennis Stevenson 110,017 308%
Marjorie Scardino 81,345 119%
David Bell 49,438 123%
John Makinson 28,620 59%

Service contracts • All executive directors have agreements that can be terminated by the company on 12 months’

notice. In the case of early termination of their contract by the company without cause, these contracts provide for

liquidated damages equivalent to 12 months’ base salary, benefits and a proportion of bonus. During the year no

material changes were made to the service contracts of executive directors. Non-executive directors do not have

service contracts.

Non-executive directors’ remuneration • Fees for non-executive directors are determined by the full board with

regard to market practice and within the restrictions contained in the articles of association. Fees are reviewed

annually with the help of outside advice. Non-executive directors receive no other pay or benefits (other than

reimbursement for expenses incurred in connection with their directorship of the company) and do not participate

in the company’s equity-based incentive plans.

Since January 2000, non-executive directors have received an annual fee of £35,000 each. One overseas-based

director is paid a supplement of £7,000 per annum. The non-executive directors who chair the personnel and

audit committees each receive an additional fee of £5,000 per annum. £10,000 of the total fee, or all of the fee in

the case of Rana Talwar, is payable in the form of Pearson shares which the non-executive directors have

committed to retain for the period of their directorships.

Retirement benefits • The highest paid director, Marjorie Scardino, has pension arrangements comprising defined

benefit and defined contribution arrangements in the US. She participates in the funded, approved Pearson Inc.

Pension Plan. This is a non-contributory final salary arrangement providing a lump sum convertible to a pension on

retirement. The lump sum currently accrues at 6% of capped compensation. In 2001, the committee undertook a

review of Marjorie Scardino’s overall remuneration. As a consequence of this review, the company’s contribution to

the unfunded, unapproved defined contribution arrangement in which she participates was increased. The

notional company contribution for 2001 was £431,250.

John Makinson and David Bell are members of the defined benefit section of the Pearson Group Pension Plan (the

Plan), with a member contribution of 5% of pensionable salary.

It is anticipated that John Makinson will receive a pension of two-thirds of capped salary at normal retirement date

(inclusive of benefits transferred from his previous pension plan). John Makinson is subject to the pensions

earnings cap introduced by the Finance Act 1989. He participates in the company’s Funded Unapproved

Retirement Benefits Scheme (FURBS) arrangements, under which a contribution equivalent to 31.1% of his annual

salary was made by the company in 2001 to compensate him for pension benefits that cannot be provided from

the Plan because of the pensions cap regulations.

David Bell is eligible for a pension from the Plan of two-thirds of his final base salary at normal retirement date

due to his previous service with the Financial Times. 

Both UK executive directors are also eligible for dependants’ pensions and a lump sum payment on death in

service. Details of directors’ pension arrangements are set out in table 2 on page 51 of this report.
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Remuneration of the directors • Excluding contributions to pension funds and related benefits set out in table 2,

directors’ remuneration was as follows:

TABLE 1 2001 2000

all figures in £000s salaries/fees bonus other* total total

Chairman

Dennis Stevenson 275 — — 275 275

Executive directors

Marjorie Scardino 525 — 58 583 938

David Bell 310 — 15 325 539

John Makinson 375 — 21 396 616

Non-executive directors

Terry Burns 35 — — 35 35

Gill Lewis 13 — — 13 40

Reuben Mark 45 — — 45 42

Vernon Sankey 40 — — 40 40

Rana Talwar 35 — — 35 30

Total 1,653 — 94 1,747 2,555

Total 2000† 1,545 924 94 — 2,563

* ‘other’ excludes pension contributions.
† Includes amounts to former directors.

note • Marjorie Scardino was the highest paid director in 2001. Her base salary increased by 10.5% from £475,000. Her
total remuneration, including pension contributions, amounted to £1,129,584. For Marjorie Scardino, David Bell and John
Makinson, ‘other’ emoluments include company car and health care benefits. Also included in ‘other’ emoluments for
Marjorie Scardino is £35,770 in respect of housing costs. Marjorie Scardino, David Bell and John Makinson were entitled to
bonuses of £157,500, £93,000 and £112,500 respectively. As reported on page 46, they decided not to take their bonuses
this year.
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TABLE 2 other pension
and related

directors’ increase in benefits costs
contributions accrued accrued pension to the company

age at over the pension over the at 31 dec 01 over the period 
31 dec 01 period £000 pa period £000 pa £000 pa £000 pa

Directors’ pensions

Marjorie Scardino 54 — 0.9 5.0 546.4

David Bell 55 15.5 18.0 172.2 —

John Makinson 47 4.6 1.5 18.5 121.7

note 1 • The increase in accrued pension during the year excludes any increase for inflation. Accrued pension is that which
would be paid annually on retirement at 62, the normal retirement age under the Pearson pension plan in the UK, based
on service to 31 December 2001. As members of the UK plan, David Bell and John Makinson have the option to pay
Additional Voluntary Contributions (AVCs). They did not pay any AVCs in 2001.

note 2 • The column headed ‘other pension and related benefits costs to the company over the period’ comprises payments
to FURBS and pension and insurance supplements for UK benefits. For US benefits, this includes life assurance, Group
term life cover, long-term disability insurance, company contributions to the Pearson Inc. 401(k) and excess savings and
investment plans and notional contributions to Marjorie Scardino’s notional defined contribution plan.

note 3 • Pension and related benefits costs for Marjorie Scardino include arrears of payments in respect of her long-term
disability cover to January 1997. The annual cost in respect of 2001 was £20,026.

Further information relating to directors’ pensions:

Early retirement • UK directors and other UK employees may retire before the normal retirement age of 62 and

receive an immediate pension provided they have obtained company consent. In such cases, the pension

entitlement from the UK plan will be scaled down to reflect the shorter service in accordance with normal actuarial

practice. Early retirement reduction factors will also be applied to the accrued pension if retirement occurs before

age 60. The earliest any director can retire and receive an immediate pension from the UK plan other than on ill-

health grounds is age 50. Under the company’s FURBS arrangements, early retirement is possible with company

consent from age 50 onwards. The benefit payable will be the amount of the member’s fund at the relevant date.

In the US, Marjorie Scardino has a normal retirement age of 65 but may retire with company consent from age 55

with a reduced pension on a broadly equivalent actuarial basis.

Dependants’ pensions • If a UK director dies while in employment before normal retirement age, a spouse’s

pension will be payable from the UK plan, or in the absence of a spouse to a financial dependant nominated by the

member. The amount of the pension will be one-third of the director’s annual base salary (capped in the case of

John Makinson). If a former director dies after leaving service but before retirement, a pension of 50% of the

director’s deferred pension will be payable to the spouse or nominated financial dependant. If John Makinson or

David Bell dies in retirement, the pension payable to their spouse or nominated financial dependant will be 60%

of the director’s pension. Children’s pensions may also be payable to dependent children. As a member of the

company’s FURBS arrangements, John Makinson’s member’s fund would be paid to his dependants if he died

before drawing it. Marjorie Scardino’s US plan provides a spouse’s pension on death in service from age 55 and

death-in-retirement benefits broadly equivalent to 50% of the member’s pension on early retirement.

Pension increases • John Makinson and David Bell are guaranteed post-retirement pension increases at the rate of

5% per annum or the Retail Price Index, if lower. The guaranteed increases relate to the non-Guaranteed Minimum

Pension element of the pension. The plan has a recent history of providing discretionary pension increases at the

full Retail Price Index rate. The US plans provide no guaranteed post-retirement pension increases for Marjorie

Scardino.
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TABLE 3 at 31 Dec 01 options – annual bonus
ordinary ordinary restricted matching
shares† shares shares‡ shares††

Interests of directors were

Dennis Stevenson 110,017 2,512 74,396 —

Marjorie Scardino 81,345 574,953 143,269 59,137

David Bell 49,438 199,808 65,788 22,507

Terry Burns 812 — — —

John Makinson 28,620 430,293 76,793 34,887

Reuben Mark 10,713 — — —

Vernon Sankey 801 — — —

Rana Talwar 3,283 — — —

TABLE 3 at 1 Jan 01 options – annual bonus
ordinary ordinary restricted matching
shares† shares shares‡ shares††

Interests of directors were

Dennis Stevenson 90,406 2,512 72,862 —

Marjorie Scardino 71,259 408,753 117,219 44,955

David Bell 44,087 134,873 58,595 16,135

Terry Burns 252 — — —

John Makinson 22,465 349,233 67,185 25,334

Reuben Mark 10,000 — — —

Vernon Sankey 253 — — —

Rana Talwar 913 — — —

† Amounts include shares acquired by individuals under the annual bonus share matching plan.
‡ Restricted shares comprise awards made under the incentive share, reward and long-term incentive plans. The number of
shares shown represents the maximum number of shares, including accumulated share dividends on incentive share plan
shares but not on reward or long-term incentive plan shares, which may vest, subject to the performance conditions being
fulfilled.
†† These shares are held in trust and represent the maximum award required to provide the company’s matching
contribution of shares in respect of that part of the bonus taken in shares by each director. The shares only vest if the
performance and other conditions of the plan are met.

note • On 2 January 2002, Terry Burns and Vernon Sankey each acquired 184 shares in the company. On that date, Reuben
Mark and Rana Talwar acquired 239 shares and 761 shares respectively. The shares were acquired as part of their
directors’ fees.

note • Executive directors of the company, as possible beneficiaries, are also deemed to be interested in Pearson Employee
Share Trustees Limited, the trustee of which held 244,639 Pearson ordinary shares of 25p each at 31 December 2001 and
also at 4 March 2002.

Interests of directors in listed subsidiaries

At 31 December 2001 Marjorie Scardino, John Makinson and David Bell each held 1,000 shares in Recoletos

Compañía Editorial, S.A. Dennis Stevenson held 8,660 shares.
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TABLE 4 annual
number of bonus number of number of number of 

shares restricted share restricted restricted shares 
outstanding share matching shares shares outstanding

at 1 jan 01 awards* plan released lapsed at 31 dec 01

Movements in directors’

interests under the

incentive share, reward, 

long-term incentive

and annual bonus

share matching plans

Dennis Stevenson 72,862 1,534 — — — 74,396

Marjorie Scardino 162,174 55,400 14,182 — (29,350) 202,406

David Bell 74,730 21,800 6,372 — (14,607) 88,295

John Makinson 92,519 26,380 9,553 — (16,772) 111,680

* Restricted shares comprise awards made under the incentive share, reward and long-term incentive plans. The number of
shares shown represents the maximum number of shares which may vest, subject to the performance conditions being
fulfilled.

note • Cash dividends may be paid on incentive share plan shares.
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TABLE 5 option market gain on
year of price price exercise
grant 01 jan 01 granted exercised 31 dec 01 (p) (p) (£)

Movements in 

directors’ interests 

in share options

Dennis Stevenson b 1998 2,512 — — 2,512 687 — —

Total 2,512 — — 2,512 — — —

Marjorie Scardino a* 1998 176,556 — — 176,556 974 — —

a* 1998 5,660 — — 5,660 1,090 — —

a 2001 — 166,200 — 166,200 1,421 — —

b 1998 2,839 — — 2,839 687 — —

c 1999 37,583 — — 37,583 1,373 — —

c 1999 37,583 — — 37,583 1,648 — —

c 1999 37,583 — — 37,583 1,922 — —

c 2000 36,983 — — 36,983 2,303 — —
c 2000 36,983 — — 36,983 2,764 — —

c 2000 36,983 — — 36,983 3,225 — —

Total 408,753 166,200 — 574,953 — — —

David Bell a* 1998 20,496 — — 20,496 974 — —

a 2001 — 65,400 — 65,400 1,421 — —

b* 1996 667 — (667) — 517 1,085 3,789

b 1997 650 — — 650 530 — —

b 1998 501 — — 501 687 — —

b 1999 184 — — 184 913 — —

b 2000 202 — — 202 1,428 — —

b 2001 — 202 — 202 957 — —

c 1999 18,705 — — 18,705 1,373 — —

c 1999 18,705 — — 18,705 1,648 — —

c 1999 18,705 — — 18,705 1,922 — —

c 2000 18,686 — — 18,686 2,303 — —

c 2000 18,686 — — 18,686 2,764 — —

c 2000 18,686 — — 18,686 3,225 — —

Total 134,873 65,602 (667) 199,808 — — 3,789

John Makinson a* 1994 56,000 — — 56,000 567 — —

a* 1995 20,160 — — 20,160 487 — —

a* 1996 36,736 — — 36,736 584 — —

a* 1997 73,920 — — 73,920 677 — —

a* 1998 30,576 — — 30,576 974 — —

a 2001 — 79,140 — 79,140 1,421 — —

b* 1996 3,342 — — 3,342 517 — —

b 2001 — 1,920 — 1,920 957 — —

c 1999 21,477 — — 21,477 1,373 — —

c 1999 21,477 — — 21,477 1,648 — —

c 1999 21,477 — — 21,477 1,922 — —

c 2000 21,356 — — 21,356 2,303 — —

c 2000 21,356 — — 21,356 2,764 — —

c 2000 21,356 — — 21,356 3,225 — —

Total 349,233 81,060 — 430,293 — — —

note • The option prices and market prices have been rounded up to the nearest whole penny.

note • Shares under option on 31 December 2001 are designated as: a executive or long-term incentive options; b Save for
Shares options; c premium priced options; and * where the options are exercisable.

The register of directors’ interests (which is open to inspection during normal office hours) contains full details of
directors’ shareholdings and options to subscribe for shares. The market price on 31 December 2001 was 791p per share
and the range during the year was 1726p to 645p. Subject to any performance criteria being met, outstanding executive
and premium priced options become exercisable on the third anniversary of the date of grant and lapse if they remain
unexercised after the tenth. Save for shares options become exercisable on the third, fifth or seventh anniversary of the
start of the contract and lapse if not exercised within six months after that anniversary. The long-term incentive options
become exercisable on the first, second, third and fourth anniversary of date of grant and lapse if they remain unexercised
after the tenth.
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2001 2000

results results
from other from other

all figures in £ millions note operations items total operations items total

Sales (including share of joint ventures) 4,240 – 4,240 3,891 – 3,891

Less: share of joint ventures (15) – (15) (17) – (17)

Sales of which 2a 4,225 – 4,225 3,874 – 3,874

Continuing operations 4,225 – 4,225 3,689 – 3,689

Discontinued operations – – – 185 – 185

Group operating profit of which 444 (431) 13 450 (228) 222

Continuing operations 444 (431) 13 421 (227) 194

Discontinued operations – – – 29 (1) 28

Share of operating loss of joint ventures 

and associates of which 2c 19 (86) (67) 40 (51) (11)

Continuing operations (18) (51) (69) (7) (37) (44)

Discontinued operations 37 (35) 2 47 (14) 33

Total operating (loss)/profit 2b 463 (517) (54) 490 (279) 211

Continuing operations

Group loss on sale of 
fixed assets and investments 4 – (12) (12) – (4) (4)

Group (loss)/profit on sale of
subsidiary undertakings and associates 5 – (58) (58) – 30 30

Loss on sale of subsidiary undertakings
and associates by an associate 15 – (36) (36) – (3) (3)

Discontinued operations

Group profit on sale of subsidiary
undertakings and associates 5 – – – – 231 231

Loss on sale of subsidiary undertakings
and associates by an associate 15 – (17) (17) – – –

(Loss)/profit before interest and taxation 463 (640) (177) 490 (25) 465

Amounts written off investments 16 – (92) (92) – – –

Net finance costs 6 (169) – (169) (157) (24) (181)

(Loss)/profit before taxation 294 (732) (438) 333 (49) 284

Taxation 8 (92) 159 67 (87) (19) (106)

(Loss)/profit after taxation 202 (573) (371) 246 (68) 178

Equity minority interests (23) 3 (20) (14) 15 1

(Loss)/profit for the financial year 179 (570) (391) 232 (53) 179

Dividends on equity shares 9 (177) (164)

(Loss)/profit retained (568) 15

Adjusted earnings per share before 

internet enterprises 10 39.2p 54.6p

Adjusted earnings per share after 

internet enterprises 10 22.5p 31.9p

(Loss)/earnings per share 10 (49.2)p 24.6p

Diluted earnings per share 10 n/a 24.0p

Dividends per share 9 22.3p 21.4p

The 2001 profit and loss account has been presented in a simpler format, the 2000 comparatives have been

restated accordingly. 

There is no difference between the loss on ordinary activities before taxation and the retained loss stated above

and their historical cost equivalents.

consolidated profit and loss account
Year ended 31 Dec 2001
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consolidated balance sheet
as at 31 Dec 2001

all figures in £ millions note 2001 2000

Fixed assets

Intangible assets 12 4,261 4,522

Tangible assets 13 542 524

Investments: joint ventures 14

Share of gross assets 8 13

Share of gross liabilities (1) (1)

7 12

Investments: associates 15 893 1,024

Investments: other 16 84 155

5,787 6,237

Current assets 

Stocks 17 849 828

Debtors 18 1,005 1,217

Investments 3 12

Cash at bank and in hand 19 393 516

2,250 2,573

Creditors – amounts falling due within one year 

Short-term borrowing 20 (165) (112)

Other creditors 21 (1,203) (1,484)

(1,368) (1,596)

Net current assets 882 977

Total assets less current liabilities 6,669 7,214

Creditors – amounts falling due after more than one year 

Medium and long-term borrowing 20 (2,607) (2,705)

Other creditors 21 (54) (34)

(2,661) (2,739)

Provisions for liabilities and charges 

Deferred taxation 22 (5) (9)

Other provisions for liabilities and charges 23 (239) (257)

Net assets 3,764 4,209

Capital and reserves 

Called up share capital 24 200 199

Share premium account 25 2,459 2,440

Profit and loss account 25 929 1,405

Equity shareholders’ funds 3,588 4,044

Equity minority interests 176 165

3,764 4,209

The company balance sheet is shown in note 33.

The financial statements were approved by the board of directors on 4 March 2002 and signed on its behalf by

dennis stevenson • john makinson
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all figures in £ millions note 2001 2000

Net cash inflow from operating activities 28 490 361

Dividends from joint ventures and associates 25 49

Interest received 31 16

Interest paid (187) (179)

Debt issue costs (1) (4)

Dividends paid to minority interests (9) –

Returns on investments and servicing of finance (166) (167)

Taxation (71) (90)

Purchase of tangible fixed assets (165) (139)

Sale of tangible fixed assets 36 22

Purchase of investments (35) (132)

Sale of investments 22 1

Capital expenditure and financial investment (142) (248)

Purchase of subsidiary undertakings 26 (128) (2,276)

Net cash/(debt) acquired with subsidiary undertakings 83 (31)

Purchase of joint ventures and associates (26) (108)

Sale of subsidiary undertakings 27 41 158

Sale of associates 1 392

Acquisitions and disposals (29) (1,865)

Equity dividends paid (174) (143)

Net cash outflow before management of 

liquid resources and financing (67) (2,103)

Liquid resources acquired (48) (16)

Collateral deposit reimbursed/(placed) 47 (118)

Management of liquid resources 28 (1) (134)

Issue of equity share capital 20 1,959

Capital element of finance lease rentals (7) (10)

Loan facility advanced – 473

Loan facility repaid (521) (735)

Bonds advanced 507 411

Loan notes advanced – 134

Net movement in other borrowings 3 63

Financing 2 2,295

(Decrease)/increase in cash in the year 28 (66) 58

consolidated statement of cash flows
Year ended 31 Dec 2001
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statement of total recognised gains and losses
Year ended 31 Dec 2001

all figures in £ millions 2001 2000

(Loss)/profit for the financial year (391) 179

Other net gains and losses recognised in reserves:

Currency translation differences 25 95

Taxation on currency translation differences – UK (6) (8)

Total recognised (losses)/gains relating to the year (372) 266

reconciliation of movements in equity shareholders’ funds
Year ended 31 Dec 2001

all figures in £ millions 2001 2000

(Loss)/profit for the financial year (391) 179

Dividends on equity shares (177) (164)

(568) 15

Currency translation differences (net of taxation) 19 87

Goodwill arising on prior year acquisitions – 1

Goodwill written back on business combinations – 585

Goodwill written back on sale of subsidiary undertakings and associates 37 68

Goodwill written back on sale of subsidiary undertakings and associates 
by an associate 36 –

Shares issued 18 1,961

Replacement options granted on acquisition of subsidiary 2 6

Net movement for the year (456) 2,723

Equity shareholders’ funds at beginning of the year 4,044 1,321

Equity shareholders’ funds at end of the year 3,588 4,044
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We have audited the financial statements which comprise the consolidated profit and loss account, the consolidated

balance sheet, the consolidated statement of cash flows, the statement of total recognised gains and losses, the

reconciliation of movements in equity shareholders’ funds and the related notes (including the additional

disclosures included within tables 1 to 5 inclusive of the Personnel Committee Report relating to the remuneration

of the directors of Pearson plc specified for our review by the Financial Services Authority).

Respective responsibilities of directors and auditors • The directors’ responsibilities for preparing the annual

report and the financial statements in accordance with applicable United Kingdom law and accounting standards

are set out in the statement of directors’ responsibilities.

Our responsibility is to audit the financial statements in accordance with relevant legal and regulatory

requirements, United Kingdom Auditing Standards issued by the Auditing Practices Board and the Listing Rules of

the Financial Services Authority.

We report to you our opinion as to whether the financial statements give a true and fair view and are properly

prepared in accordance with the Companies Act 1985. We also report to you if, in our opinion, the directors’ report

is not consistent with the financial statements, if the company has not kept proper accounting records, if we have

not received all the information and explanations we require for our audit, or if information specified by law or the

Listing Rules regarding directors’ remuneration and transactions is not disclosed.

We read the other information contained in the annual report and consider the implications for our report if we

become aware of any apparent misstatements or material inconsistencies with the financial statements. The other

information comprises only the financial highlights, the chairman’s statement, the chief executive’s review, the

‘Pearson goals’ section, the ‘corporate and operating measures’ section, the ‘our company’ section, the operating

review, the financial review, the board of directors, the directors’ report and the personnel committee report.

We review whether the corporate governance statement within the directors’ report reflects the Group’s

compliance with the seven provisions of the Combined Code specified for our review by the Listing Rules, and we

report if it does not. We are not required to consider whether the board’s statements on internal control cover all

risks and controls, or to form an opinion on the effectiveness of the company’s or group’s corporate governance

procedures or its risk and control procedures.

Basis of audit opinion • We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards issued by the Auditing

Practices Board. An audit includes examination, on a test basis, of evidence relevant to the amounts and

disclosures in the financial statements. It also includes an assessment of the significant estimates and

judgements made by the directors in the preparation of the financial statements, and of whether the accounting

policies are appropriate to the Group’s circumstances, consistently applied and adequately disclosed.

We planned and performed our audit so as to obtain all the information and explanations which we considered 

necessary in order to provide us with sufficient evidence to give reasonable assurance that the financial

statements are free from material misstatement, whether caused by fraud or other irregularity or error. In forming

our opinion we also evaluated the overall adequacy of the presentation of information in the financial statements.

Opinion • In our opinion the financial statements give a true and fair view of the state of affairs of the company

and the Group at 31 December 2001 and of the result and cash flows of the group for the year then ended and

have been properly prepared in accordance with the Companies Act 1985.

PricewaterhouseCoopers • chartered accountants and registered auditors • London 4 March 2002

independent auditors’ report to the members of pearson plc
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1 accounting policies

Accounting policies have been consistently applied. FRS18 ‘Accounting Policies’ has been adopted but this has

had no impact on the 2001 results. The transitional arrangements of FRS17 ‘Retirement Benefits’ have been

adopted which require additional disclosures in respect of retirement benefits, as set out in note 11.

a. Basis of accounting • The accounts are prepared under the historical cost convention and in accordance with

applicable accounting standards. A summary of the significant accounting policies is set out below. 

b. Basis of consolidation • The consolidated accounts include the accounts of all subsidiary undertakings made

up to 31 December. Where companies have become or ceased to be subsidiary or associated undertakings during

the year, the Group results include results for the period during which they were subsidiary or associated

undertakings. 

From 1 January 1998 goodwill, being either the net excess of the cost of shares in subsidiary undertakings and

associated undertakings over the value attributable to their net assets on acquisition or the cost of other goodwill

by purchase, is capitalised and amortised through the profit and loss account over its estimated useful life not

exceeding 20 years. Estimated useful life is determined after taking into account such factors as the nature and

age of the business and the stability of the industry in which the acquired business operates as well as typical life

spans of the acquired products to which the goodwill attaches. Goodwill is subject to an impairment review at the

end of the first full year following an acquisition and at any other time if events or changes in circumstances

indicate that the carrying value may not be recoverable. Goodwill arising on acquisitions before 1 January 1998

has been deducted from reserves and is charged or credited to the profit and loss account on disposal or closure

of the business to which it relates. 

The results of the Group includes the Group’s share of the results of associated undertakings, and the

consolidated balance sheet includes the Group’s interest in associated undertakings at the book value of

attributable net assets and attributable goodwill. 

c. Sales • Sales represent the amount of goods and services, net of value added tax and other sales taxes, and

excluding trade discounts and anticipated returns, provided to external customers and associated undertakings.

Revenue from the sale of books is recognised when the goods are shipped. Anticipated returns are based on

historical return rates. Circulation and advertising revenue is recognised when the newspaper or other publication

is published. Subscription revenue is recognised over the life of the subscription.

d. Pension costs • The regular pension cost of the Group’s defined benefit pension schemes is charged to the

profit and loss account in order to apportion the cost of pensions over the service lives of employees in the

schemes. Variations arising from a significant reduction in the number of employees are adjusted in the profit and

loss account to the extent that the year’s regular pension cost, reduced by other variations, exceeds contributions

payable for that year. Other variations are apportioned over the expected service lives of current employees in the

schemes. The pension cost of the Group’s defined contribution schemes is the amount of contributions payable for

the year.

e. Post-retirement benefits other than pensions • Post-retirement benefits other than pensions are accounted for

on an accruals basis to recognise the obligation over the expected service lives of the employees concerned.

f. Tangible fixed assets • The cost of tangible fixed assets other than freehold land is depreciated over estimated

economic lives in equal annual amounts. Generally, freeholds are depreciated at 1% to 5% per annum, leaseholds

at 2% per annum, or over the period of the lease if shorter, and plant and equipment at various rates between 5%

and 33% per annum.

g. Leases • Finance lease rentals are capitalised at the net present value of the total amount of rentals payable

under the leasing agreement (excluding finance charges) and depreciated in accordance with policy f above.

Finance charges are written off over the period of the lease in reducing amounts in relation to the written down

carrying cost. Operating lease rentals are expensed as incurred.

h. Fixed asset investments • Fixed asset investments are stated at cost less provisions for diminution in value. 

i. Stocks • Stocks and work in progress are stated at the lower of cost and net realisable value.

notes to the accounts
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1 accounting policies (continued)

j. Pre-publication costs • Pre-publication costs represent direct costs incurred in the development of titles prior to

their publication. These costs are carried forward in stock where the title has a useful life in excess of one year.

These costs are amortised over estimated economic lives of five years or less, upon publication of the title, with a

higher proportion of the amortisation taken in the earlier years.

k. Royalty advances • Advances of royalties to authors are included within debtors when the advance is paid less

any provision required to bring the amount down to its net realisable value. The royalty advance is expensed at the

contracted royalty rate as the related revenues are earned.

l. Newspaper development costs • Revenue investment in the development of newspaper titles consists of

measures to increase the volume and geographical spread of circulation. These measures include additional and

enhanced editorial content, extended distribution and remote printing. These extra costs arising are expensed 

as incurred.

m. Deferred taxation • Deferred taxation is provided, using the liability method, at the expected applicable rates,

on all timing differences between accounting and taxation treatments which are expected to reverse in the

foreseeable future.

n. Financial instruments • The Group uses derivative financial instruments to manage its exposure to interest rate

and foreign exchange risks. These include interest rate swaps, currency swaps and forward currency contracts.

Amounts payable or receivable in respect of interest rate derivatives are accrued with net interest payable over the

period of the contract. Where the derivative instrument is terminated early the gain or loss is spread over the

remaining maturity of the original instrument. Foreign currency borrowings and their related derivatives are carried

in the balance sheet at the relevant exchange rates at the balance sheet date. Gains or losses in respect of the

hedging of overseas subsidiary undertakings are taken to reserves. Gains or losses arising from foreign exchange

contracts are taken to the profit and loss account in line with the transactions which they are hedging. Premiums

paid on contracts designed to manage currency exposure on specific acquisitions or disposals are charged to the

profit and loss account.

The company participates in offset arrangements with certain banks whereby cash and overdraft amounts are

offset against each other.

o. Foreign currencies • Profit and loss accounts in overseas currencies are translated into sterling at average rates.

Balance sheets are translated into sterling at the rates ruling at 31 December. Exchange differences arising on

consolidation are taken directly to reserves. Other exchange differences are taken to the profit and loss account

where they relate to trading transactions and directly to reserves where they relate to investments. 

The principal overseas currency for the Group is the US dollar. The average rate for the year against sterling was 

$1.44 (2000: $1.51) and the year end rate was $1.46 (2000: $1.49).

p. Liquid resources • Liquid resources comprise short-term deposits of less than one year and investments which

are readily realisable and held on a short-term basis. 

q. Retained profits of overseas subsidiaries and associates • No provision is made for any additional taxation,

less double taxation relief, which would arise on the remittance of profits retained where there is no intention to

remit such profits.

notes to the accounts (continued)
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2a analysis of sales

2001 2000

sales sales
before before

internet internet internet internet
all figures in £ millions enterprises enterprises sales enterprises enterprises sales

Business sectors

Pearson Education 2,596 8 2,604 2,087 3 2,090

FT Group 750 51 801 802 42 844

The Penguin Group 820 – 820 755 – 755

Continuing operations 4,166 59 4,225 3,644 45 3,689

Discontinued operations – – – 185 – 185

4,166 59 4,225 3,829 45 3,874

Geographical markets supplied

United Kingdom 423 10 433 436 13 449

Continental Europe 438 8 446 449 7 456

North America 2,936 39 2,975 2,424 24 2,448

Asia Pacific 239 2 241 229 1 230

Rest of world 130 – 130 106 – 106

Continuing operations 4,166 59 4,225 3,644 45 3,689

Discontinued operations – – – 185 – 185

4,166 59 4,225 3,829 45 3,874

2001 2000

total by inter- total total by inter- total
all figures in £ millions source regional sales source regional sales

Geographical source of sales

United Kingdom 686 (20) 666 719 (29) 690

Continental Europe 315 (5) 310 343 (7) 336

North America 2,976 (35) 2,941 2,406 (19) 2,387

Asia Pacific 221 (6) 215 204 (3) 201

Rest of world 93 – 93 77 (2) 75

Continuing operations 4,291 (66) 4,225 3,749 (60) 3,689

Discontinued operations – – – 185 – 185

4,291 (66) 4,225 3,934 (60) 3,874

note • The table above analyses sales by the geographical region from which the products and services originate. Inter-
regional sales are those made between Group companies in different regions. Discontinued operations relate to the
withdrawal of the Group from the television business following the disposal of its 22% interest in the RTL Group on 30
January 2002.

2b analysis of total operating (loss)/profit

2001

results
from

operations
before results

internet internet from integration goodwill goodwill operating
all figures in £ millions enterprises enterprises operations costs amortisation impairment loss

Business sectors

Pearson Education 351 (77) 274 (29) (260) (8) (23)

FT Group 132 (60) 72 – (67) (3) 2

The Penguin Group 80 – 80 (45) (20) (50) (35)

Continuing operations 563 (137) 426 (74) (347) (61) (56)

Discontinued operations 37 – 37 – (35) – 2

600 (137) 463 (74) (382) (61) (54)
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2b analysis of operating (loss)/profit (continued)

2001

results from
operations

before results
internet internet from integration goodwill goodwill operating

all figures in £ millions enterprises enterprises operations costs amortisation impairment loss

Geographical markets 

supplied

United Kingdom 16 (53) (37) (33) (27) (55) (152)

Continental Europe 55 (10) 45 – (6) – 39

North America 470 (73) 397 (41) (309) (3) 44

Asia Pacific 24 – 24 – (4) – 20

Rest of world (2) (1) (3) – (1) (3) (7)

Continuing operations 563 (137) 426 (74) (347) (61) (56)

Discontinued operations 37 – 37 – (35) – 2

600 (137) 463 (74) (382) (61) (54)

2000

results from
operations

before results
internet internet from integration goodwill goodwill operating

all figures in £ millions enterprises enterprises operations costs amortisation impairment profit

Business sectors

Pearson Education 320 (83) 237 (13) (157) – 67

FT Group 211 (113) 98 – (53) – 45

The Penguin Group 79 – 79 (27) (14) – 38

Continuing operations 610 (196) 414 (40) (224) – 150

Discontinued operations 76 – 76 – (15) – 61

686 (196) 490 (40) (239) – 211

Geographical markets

supplied

United Kingdom 82 (90) (8) (16) (20) – (44)

Continental Europe 83 (8) 75 – (1) – 74

North America 398 (97) 301 (21) (203) – 77

Asia Pacific 26 – 26 (3) – – 23

Rest of world 21 (1) 20 – – – 20

Continuing operations 610 (196) 414 (40) (224) – 150

Discontinued operations 76 – 76 – (15) – 61

686 (196) 490 (40) (239) – 211

note • Internet enterprises consist of the Group’s discrete internet operations, principally FT.com and Learning Network.
Integration costs in 2001 and 2000 include costs in respect of the Dorling Kindersley and National Computer Systems
acquisitions and, in 2000, the Simon & Schuster acquisition. In 2001, of the goodwill impairment charge, £58m relates to
the impairment of goodwill arising on acquisition of subsidiaries (see note 12) and £3m relates to the impairment of
goodwill arising on acquisition of associates (see note 15). Integration costs, goodwill amortisation and goodwill
impairment are included as other items in the profit and loss account. Discontinued operations arising in 2001 relate to
the withdrawal of the Group from the television business following the disposal of its 22% interest in the RTL Group on 30
January 2002. Discontinued operations arising in 2000 relate to the withdrawal of the Group from the banking business
following the disposal of Lazard in March 2000.
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2c analysis of operating (loss)/profit of joint ventures and associates

2001 2000

results from other operating results from other operating
all figures in £ millions note operations items loss operations items profit/(loss)

Share of operating 

loss of joint ventures

Continuing operations 14 (19) – (19) (21) – (21)

Share of operating 

(loss)/profit of associates

Continuing operations 1 (51) (50) 14 (37) (23)

Discontinued operations 37 (35) 2 47 (14) 33

15 38 (86) (48) 61 (51) 10

2d analysis of capital employed

all figures in £ millions note 2001 2000

Business sectors

Pearson Education 4,676 4,864

FT Group 427 542

The Penguin Group 521 569

Continuing operations 5,624 5,975

Discontinued operations 763 801

6,387 6,776

Geographical location

United Kingdom 382 379

Continental Europe 249 237

North America 4,810 5,217

Asia Pacific 99 39

Rest of world 84 103

Continuing operations 5,624 5,975

Discontinued operations 763 801

6,387 6,776

Reconciliation of capital employed to net assets

Capital employed 6,387 6,776

Less: deferred taxation 22 (5) (9)

Less: other provisions 23 (239) (257)

Less: net debt excluding finance leases 28 (2,379) (2,301)

Net assets 3,764 4,209
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3 analysis of consolidated profit and loss account

2001 2000

continuing
all figures in £ millions total continuing discontinued total

Cost of sales (1,902) (1,527) (114) (1,641)

Gross profit 2,323 2,162 71 2,233

Distribution costs (200) (179) (1) (180)

Administration and other expenses (2,176) (1,868) (45) (1,913)

Other operating income 66 79 3 82

Net operating expenses (2,310) (1,968) (43) (2,011)

Analysed as:

Net operating expenses – before exceptional items and 
goodwill amortisation (1,879) (1,749) (42) (1,791)

Net operating expenses – exceptional items:

Integration costs (74) (32) – (32)

Goodwill impairment (58) – – –

Net operating expenses – goodwill amortisation (299) (187) (1) (188)

Net operating expenses (2,310) (1,968) (43) (2,011)

note • Of the exceptional expense of £132m in 2001 (2000: £40m), nil (2000: £8m) is included within cost of sales and
£132m (2000: £32m) is included within administration and other expenses. 

all figures in £ millions 2001 2000

Other operating income

Income from other investments:

Unlisted 2 3

Other operating income (mainly royalties, rights and commission income) 64 79

66 82

(Loss)/profit before taxation is stated after charging:

Amortisation of pre-publication costs 161 155

Depreciation 125 100

Operating lease rentals:

Plant and machinery 31 16

Properties 99 75

Other 17 14

Auditors’ remuneration:
Audit (Company £20,000; 2000: £20,000) 2 2

Non-audit – UK (Company £nil; 2000: £nil) 2 1

Non-audit – Overseas 3 5

Non-audit services were as follows:

US reporting, due diligence and other audit related work 2 3

Taxation advice 1 2

Other acquisition related work 2 1

5 6

note • In addition fees of nil (2000: £2m) have been incurred in respect of consulting projects and these fees have 
been capitalised.
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4 loss on sale of fixed assets and investments

all figures in £ millions 2001 2000

Continuing operations:

Loss on investment in Industry Standard (3) –

Net loss on sale of property (2) –

Net loss on other investments (7) (4)

(12) (4)

Taxation 1 3

5 (loss)/profit on sale of subsidiary undertakings and associates

all figures in £ millions 2001 2000

Profit on sale of Lazard – 231

Profit on sale of 20% of Recoletos – 86

Loss on sale of iForum (27) –

Loss on closure of Dorling Kindersley Family Learning business (2) (16)

Net loss on sale of other subsidiary undertakings and associates (29) (40)

(58) 261

Continuing operations (58) 30

Discontinued operations – 231

(58) 261

Taxation 4 (51)

6 net finance costs

2001 2000

results from other results from other
all figures in £ millions note operations items total operations items total

Net interest payable

– Group 7a (163) – (163) (154) – (154)

– Associates 15 (6) – (6) (3) – (3)

Other net finance costs 7b – – – – (24) (24)

Total net finance costs (169) – (169) (157) (24) (181)

7a net interest payable – group

all figures in £ millions 2001 2000

Interest payable and similar charges:

Bank loans, overdrafts and commercial paper

On borrowing repayable wholly within five years not by instalments (100) (88)

On borrowing repayable wholly or partly after five years (72) (67)

Other borrowings

On borrowing repayable wholly within five years not by instalments (16) (22)

(188) (177)

Interest receivable and similar income:

On deposits and liquid funds 23 21

Amortisation of swap proceeds 2 2

Net interest payable (163) (154)
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7b other net finance costs

In 2000, the amortisation of an arrangement fee in respect of a borrowing facility was accelerated due to the early

redemption of the facility resulting in a charge of £16m. An £8m premium was paid in 2000 in respect of a forward

currency option in connection with the acquisition of National Computer Systems.

8 taxation

all figures in £ millions 2001 2000

UK

Corporation tax for the period at 30% 19 40

Adjustments in respect of prior periods (153) (13)

(134) 27

Double taxation relief – (1)

(134) 26

Deferred taxation (see note 22) (4) (1)

Joint ventures 6 (6)

Associates – 6

Overseas

Overseas taxation for the period 55 70

Deferred taxation (see note 22) 1 (3)

Associates 9 14

(67) 106

Included in the adjustment in respect of prior periods in 2001 is a tax benefit of £143m relating to a prior period disposal
of a subsidiary undertaking and a fixed asset investment.

all figures in percentages 2001 2000

Tax rate reconciliation

UK tax rate 30.0 30.0

Effect of overseas tax rates 6.8 2.2

Effect of utilisation of tax losses in the US (10.8) (7.8)

Other items (1.9) (1.4)

Tax rate reflected in adjusted earnings (before internet enterprises) 24.1 23.0

Effect of internet enterprises 7.0 3.1

Tax rate reflected in adjusted earnings (after internet enterprises) 31.1 26.1

Effect of (losses)/profits excluded from adjusted earnings (15.8) 11.2

Tax rate reflected in earnings 15.3 37.3

note • The Group has significant tax losses available in the US which are not recognised in the accounts and hence the tax
rate reflected in adjusted earnings is lowered.

9 dividends

2001 2000

pence per pence per
share £m share £m

Interim paid 8.7 68 8.2 58

Final proposed 13.6 109 13.2 106

Dividends for the year 22.3 177 21.4 164

note • Dividends in respect of the company’s shares held by employee share trusts (see note 16) have been waived.
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10 (loss)/earnings per share

In order to show results from operating activities on a comparable basis two adjusted earnings per equity share

are presented. First, an adjusted earnings per share is presented which excludes items of an unusual nature and

goodwill amortisation as set out below. Due to a significant level of expenditure on internet enterprises, a second

adjusted earnings per equity share is presented in which the results of these are also excluded from earnings. The

company’s definition of adjusted earnings per share may not be comparable to other similarly titled measures

reported by other companies.

2001 2000

earnings per earnings per
note £m share (p) £m share (p)

(Loss)/profit for the financial year (391) (49.2) 179 24.6

Adjustments:

Group loss on sale of fixed assets and 
investments: continuing operations 4 12 1.5 4 0.5

Group loss/(profit) on sale of 
subsidiary undertakings 
and associates: continuing operations 5 58 7.3 (30) (4.0)

Loss on sale of subsidiary undertakings 
and associates by an associate: 
continuing operations 15 36 4.5 3 0.4

Group profit on sale of subsidiary undertakings
and associates: discontinued operations 5 – – (231) (31.7)

Loss on sale of subsidiary undertakings 
and associates by an associate 15 17 2.1 – –

Internet enterprises 2b 137 17.1 196 26.9

Interest on internet enterprises 14 1.8 9 1.2

Goodwill amortisation 2b 382 48.2 239 32.9

Integration costs 2b 74 9.3 40 5.5

Goodwill impairment 2b 61 7.7 – –

Amounts written off investments 16 92 11.6 – –

Other net finance costs 7b – – 24 3.3

Taxation on above items (174) (21.9) (18) (2.5)

Minority interest share of above items (6) (0.8) (18) (2.5)

Adjusted earnings before internet enterprises 312 39.2 397 54.6

Internet enterprises (137) (17.1) (196) (26.9)

Interest on internet enterprises (14) (1.8) (9) (1.2)

Taxation on internet enterprises 16 2.0 37 5.0

Minority interest share of internet enterprises 2 0.2 3 0.4

Adjusted earnings after internet enterprises 179 22.5 232 31.9

(Loss)/profit for the financial year (391) n/a 179 24.3

Taxation on the conversion of ordinary shares (1) n/a (2) (0.3)

Diluted (loss)/earnings (392) n/a 177 24.0

Weighted average number of shares 
(millions) – for earnings and adjusted earnings 795.4 727.7

Effect of dilutive share options n/a 8.4

Weighted average number of shares 
(millions) – for diluted earnings n/a 736.1

note • In 2001 the Group made a loss for the financial year, consequently the effect of share options is anti-dilutive and a
diluted earnings per share has not been shown. 
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11 employee information

The details of the emoluments of the directors of Pearson plc are shown on pages 45 to 54 and form part of these

audited financial statements.

all figures in £ millions 2001 2000

Staff costs

Wages and salaries 1,090 792

Social security costs 104 82

Post-retirement costs 39 22

1,233 896

uk us other total

Average number employed 2001

Pearson Education 1,505 12,610 4,344 18,459

FT Group 2,075 1,121 2,340 5,536

The Penguin Group 1,333 2,293 768 4,394

Other 193 444 1 638

Continuing operations 5,106 16,468 7,453 29,027

Discontinued operations – – – –

5,106 16,468 7,453 29,027

Average number employed 2000

Pearson Education 1,517 9,180 2,888 13,585

FT Group 2,166 1,413 1,892 5,471

The Penguin Group 1,630 2,310 768 4,708

Other 168 59 – 227

Continuing operations 5,481 12,962 5,548 23,991

Discontinued operations 390 60 247 697

5,871 13,022 5,795 24,688

Pension schemes • The Group operates a number of pension schemes throughout the world. The major schemes

are self-administered and the schemes’ assets are held independently of the Group. Pension costs are assessed in

accordance with the advice of independent qualified actuaries. The principal schemes were of the defined benefit

type, the most significant of which was the UK Group scheme. There are a number of other defined contribution

schemes, principally overseas. The cost of the schemes is as follows:

all figures in £ millions 2001 2000

UK Group plan defined benefit scheme

Regular pension cost 9 8

Amortisation of surplus (2) (8)

Net pension cost 7 –

Other defined benefit pension schemes 11 13

Defined contribution pension schemes 17 5

35 18

note • The main reasons for the increase in the pension cost in 2001 compared to the previous year are: the new valuation
of the UK scheme resulting in a reduction in the valuation surplus and an increase in the number of members of defined
contribution schemes following the acquisition of NCS and Dorling Kindersley in 2000.

During the year, the main defined benefit scheme for US employees was closed to the great majority of active members.
The closure of the plan will give rise to a reduction in defined benefit and an increase in defined contribution costs in the
future. The curtailment had no impact on the pension costs in 2001.
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11 employee information (continued)

The most recent full actuarial valuation of the UK Group scheme was performed as at 1 January 2001, using 

the projected unit method of valuation. The market value of the assets of the scheme at this date was £1,166m.

The major assumptions used to determine the SSAP24 charge are as follows:

uk group
all figures in percentages scheme

Inflation 3.0%

Rate of increase in salaries 5.0%

Rate of increase for pensions in payment and deferred pensions 3.0%

Return on investments 7.0%

Rate of increase in dividends 4.3%

Level of funding 104%

The valuation surplus is being apportioned, in accordance with SSAP24, over the expected remaining service lives

of the current employees.

The disclosures required under the transitional arrangements of FRS17 for the Group’s defined benefit schemes

are set out below.

For the purpose of these disclosures the valuation of the UK Group scheme and other schemes has been updated

by independent actuaries to 31 December 2001 using the weighted average assumptions listed below.

uk group other
all figures in percentages scheme schemes

Inflation 2.5% 3.0%

Rate of increase in salaries 4.5% 4.5%

Rate of increase for pensions in payment and deferred pensions 2.5% –

Rate used to discount scheme liabilities 6.0% 7.2%

The contribution rate for 2001 and 2002 for the UK Group Scheme is 17.1% of pensionable salaries.

The assets of the UK Group scheme and the expected rate of return on these assets, and the assets of the other

defined benefit schemes and the expected rate of return on these assets shown as a weighted average, are 

as follows:

uk group uk group other other
scheme scheme schemes schemes

long-term long-term
rate of return rate of return

expected at value at expected at value at
31 dec 2001 31 dec 2001 31 dec 2001 31 dec 2001

% £m % £m

Equities 7.5 657 9.5 37

Bonds 5.3 293 6.5 24

Other 6.3 144 – –

Total market value of assets 1,094 61

Present value of scheme liabilities (1,167) (95)

Deficit in the scheme (73) (34)

Related deferred tax asset 22 –

Net pension liability (51) (34)

note • The measurement of the surplus/(deficit) in the scheme for FRS 17 follows a different approach to SSAP 24. The FRS
17 measurement date is 31 December 2001, for SSAP 24 it is 1 January 2001. The fall in stock markets in 2001 reducing
the market value of the UK scheme assets together with a fall in bond yield rates (the discount rate), increasing the
present value of the UK scheme liabilities has resulted in a deficit in the UK scheme under FRS 17.
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11 employee information (continued)

If the above amounts had been recognised in the financial statements, the Group’s net assets and profit and loss

reserve at 31 December 2001 would be as follows:

all figures in £ millions

Net assets excluding pension liability (see note below) 3,825

Pension liability (85)

Net assets including pension liability 3,740

Profit and loss reserve excluding pension reserve 990

Pension reserve (85)

Profit and loss reserve including pension reserve 905

The net assets and profit and loss reserve exclude the pension liability of £61m included within provisions 

(see note 23).

Other post-retirement benefits • The Group provides certain healthcare and life assurance benefits principally for

retired US employees and their dependents. These plans are unfunded. Retirees are eligible for participation in the

schemes if they meet certain age and service requirements. Plans that are available vary depending on the

business division in which the retiree worked. Plan choices and retiree contributions are dependent on retirement

date, business division, option chosen and length of service.

The cost of the benefits and the major assumptions used, based on a measurement date of 30 September 2001,

are as follows:

all figures in £ millions 2001 2000

Other post-retirement benefits 4 4

all figures in percentages 2001

Inflation 3.0%

Rate of increase in healthcare rates 5-10%

Rate used to discount scheme liabilities 7.2%

The disclosures required under the transitional arrangements of FRS17 are set out below.

For the purpose of these disclosures the valuation of the schemes has been updated to 31 December 2001 using

the assumptions listed below.

all figures in percentages 2001

Inflation 3.0%

Rate of increase in healthcare rates 5-10%

Rate used to discount scheme liabilities 7.2%
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11 employee information (continued)

The value of the unfunded liability is as follows:

value at 
all figures in £ millions 31 dec 2001

Present value of unfunded liabilities (63)

Related deferred tax asset –

Net post-retirement healthcare liability (63)

If the above amounts had been recognised in the financial statements, the Group’s net assets and profit and loss

reserve at 31 December 2001 would be as follows:

all figures in £ millions

Net assets excluding post-retirement healthcare liability 3,826

Post-retirement healthcare liability (63)

Net assets including post-retirement healthcare liability 3,763

Profit and loss reserve excluding post-retirement healthcare reserve 991

Post-retirement healthcare reserve (63)

Profit and loss reserve including post-retirement healthcare reserve 928

note • The net assets and profit and loss reserve exclude the post retirement healthcare liability of £62m included within
provisions (see note 23).

12 intangible assets

all figures in £ millions goodwill

Cost

At 31 December 2000 4,860

Exchange differences 62

Additions (see note 26) 87

Disposals (see note 27) (59)

At 31 December 2001 4,950

Amortisation

At 31 December 2000 (338)

Exchange differences –

Disposals (see note 27) 6

Provided in the year (299)

Provision for impairment (see note below) (58)

At 31 December 2001 (689)

Net carrying amount

At 31 December 2000 4,522

At 31 December 2001 4,261

note • In accordance with FRS 11 (Impairment of fixed assets and goodwill) the carrying value of the Group’s subsidiary
undertakings has been compared to their recoverable amounts, represented by their value in use to the Group. The review
has resulted in an exceptional charge of £58m, primarily in respect of Dorling Kindersley (£50m). The discount rate used in
the calculation to arrive at the valuation was 8% on a post-tax basis.
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13 tangible fixed assets

freehold and plant assets in
leasehold and course of

all figures in £ millions property equipment construction total

Cost

At 31 December 2000 301 676 2 979

Exchange differences 3 3 – 6

Reclassifications (5) 6 (1) –

Owned by subsidiary undertakings acquired 5 6 – 11

Capital expenditure 41 123 7 171

Owned by subsidiary undertakings disposed (1) (10) – (11)

Disposals (28) (85) (1) (114)

At 31 December 2001 316 719 7 1,042

Depreciation

At 31 December 2000 (92) (363) – (455)

Exchange differences (1) (1) – (2)

Reclassifications 2 (2) – –

Provided in the year (14) (111) – (125)

Owned by subsidiary undertakings acquired – (6) – (6)

Owned by subsidiary undertakings disposed – 4 – 4

Disposals 15 69 – 84

At 31 December 2001 (90) (410) – (500)

Net book value

At 31 December 2000 209 313 2 524

At 31 December 2001 226 309 7 542

Freehold and leasehold property • Net book value includes: freehold of £150m (2000: £154m) and short leases of

£76m (2000: £55m).

Capital commitments • The Group had capital commitments for fixed assets, including finance leases, already

under contract amounting to £15m at 31 December 2001 (2000: £24m).

Other notes • The net book value of Group tangible fixed assets includes £10m (2000: £11m) in respect of assets

held under finance leases. Depreciation on these assets charged in 2001 was £5m (2000: £1m).

14 joint ventures

2001 2000

book book 
all figures in £ millions valuation value valuation value

Unlisted joint ventures 7 7 12 12

note • The valuations of unlisted joint ventures are directors’ valuations as at 31 December 2001. If realised at these
values there would be no liability for taxation. The Group had no capital commitments to subscribe for further capital and
loan stock. 

total net 
all figures in £ millions equity reserves assets

Summary of movements

At 31 December 2000 29 (17) 12

Additions 20 – 20

Transfer to subsidiary undertaking (4) 4 –

Retained loss for the year – (25) (25)

At 31 December 2001 45 (38) 7
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14 joint ventures (continued)

2001 2000

operating total net operating total net
all figures in £ millions loss assets loss assets

Analysis of joint ventures

Business sectors

Pearson Education – 1 – –

FT Group (20) 3 (21) 10

The Penguin Group 1 3 – 2

Continuing operations (19) 7 (21) 12

Geographical markets supplied and location of net assets

United Kingdom (1) 3 (2) 3

Continental Europe (18) 3 (19) 9

North America – 1 – –

Continuing operations (19) 7 (21) 12

all figures in £ millions 2001 2000

Reconciliation to retained loss

Operating loss of joint ventures (19) (21)

UK taxation (6) 6

Retained loss for the year (25) (15)

15 associates

2001 2000

all figures in £ millions valuation book value valuation book value

Listed associates 984 829 1,895 948

Unlisted associates 258 63 341 72

Loans 1 1 4 4

1,243 893 2,240 1,024

note • Principal associates are listed in note 35. The valuations of unlisted associates are directors’ valuations as at 31
December 2001. If all associates were realised at these values there would be an estimated liability for taxation, at year
end rates, of £59m (2000: £153m). The Group had no capital commitments to subscribe for further capital and loan stock. 
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15 associates (continued)

share of total net 
all figures in £ millions equity loans reserves total goodwill assets

Summary of movements

At 31 December 2000 231 4 39 274 750 1,024

Exchange differences (6) – (7) (13) (12) (25)

Transfers 1 (3) (4) (6) 3 (3)

Additions 2 – – 2 2 4

Retained loss for the year – – (57) (57) – (57)

Goodwill written back 
on disposal – – 36 36 – 36

Goodwill amortisation – – – – (83) (83)

Provision for impairment – – – – (3) (3)

At 31 December 2001 228 1 7 236 657 893

2001 2000

operating total net operating total net
all figures in £ millions loss assets profit assets

Analysis of associates

Business sectors

Pearson Education (1) 10 7 18

FT Group (49) 120 (30) 175

Continuing operations (50) 130 (23) 193

Discontinued operations 2 763 33 831

(48) 893 10 1,024

Geographical markets supplied and location of net assets

United Kingdom 4 12 3 (3)

Continental Europe 2 72 4 43

North America (59) 36 (36) 135

Rest of world 3 10 6 18

Continuing operations (50) 130 (23) 193

Discontinued operations 2 763 33 831

(48) 893 10 1,024

note • Operating profit from continuing operations before goodwill amortisation and impairment is analysed as Pearson
Education £3m (2000: £7m) and FT Group £(2)m (2000: £7m).
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15 associates (continued)

all figures in £ millions 2001

Reconciliation to retained loss

Operating profit of associates (before goodwill amortisation) 38

Loss on sale of subsidiary undertakings and associates: continuing operations (36)

Loss on sale of subsidiary undertakings and associates: discontinued operations (17)

Net interest payable of associates (6)

Overseas taxation (9)

Dividends (including tax credits) from unlisted associates (25)

Minority interest of associate (2)

Retained loss for the year (57)

Included in the losses on sale of subsidiary undertakings and associates is £36m relating to the loss on sale of the

Journal of Commerce by The Economist (continuing operations) and a net loss on disposals by the RTL Group

(discontinued operations). The aggregate of the Group’s share in its associates is shown below.

all figures in £ millions 2001 2000

Sales 700 655

Fixed assets 270 283

Current assets 384 480

Liabilities due within one year (360) (397)

Liabilities due after one year or more (58) (92)

Net assets 236 274
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16 other fixed asset investments

2001 2000

all figures in £ millions valuation book value valuation book value

Listed 67 55 82 82

Unlisted 29 29 73 73

96 84 155 155

note • The valuations of unlisted investments are directors’ valuations as at 31 December 2001. If all investments were
realised at valuation there would be a liability for taxation of £6m (2000: £nil).

own shares 
all figures in £ millions held other total

Cost

At 31 December 2000 80 89 169

Exchange differences – 1 1

Additions 11 34 45

Transfers – (1) (1)

Disposals – (16) (16)

At 31 December 2001 91 107 198

Provision

At 31 December 2000 14 – 14

Provided during the year 8 – 8

Provision for impairment (see note below) 37 55 92

At 31 December 2001 59 55 114

Net book value

At 31 December 2000 66 89 155

At 31 December 2001 32 52 84

note • The Pearson Employee Share Trust and Pearson plc Employee Share Ownership Trusts hold 5.5m (2000: 4.2m)
Pearson plc ordinary shares which had a market value of £43m at 31 December 2001 (2000: £66m). These shares have
been acquired by the trusts, using funds provided by Pearson plc, to meet obligations under various executive and
employee option and restricted share plans. Under these plans the participants become entitled to shares after a specified
number of years and subject to certain performance criteria being met. Pearson aims to hedge its liability under the plans
by buying shares through the trusts to meet the anticipated future liability. The anticipated future liability is regularly re-
assessed during the year and additional shares are purchased when required to meet an increase in this liability. The cost
of funding and administering the trusts are charged to the profit and loss account in the period to which they relate. The
cost of the shares is being amortised over the performance period of the associated plans. Dividends on the shares held
by the trusts have been waived.

The value of own shares held has been assessed against the current market value and a provision for impairment has been made.

The value of other fixed asset investments has been assessed according to the higher of net realisable value and value in
use and a provision for impairment has been made. The provision includes £17m for an investment in Business.com and
£10m for an investment in TimeCruiser.
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17 stocks

all figures in £ millions 2001 2000

Raw materials 32 29

Work in progress 45 68

Finished goods 370 383

Pre-publication costs 402 348

849 828

note • The replacement cost of stocks is not materially different from book value.

18 debtors

all figures in £ millions 2001 2000

Amounts falling due within one year

Trade debtors 745 809

Associates 2 99

Royalty advances 103 88

Other debtors 49 95

Prepayments and accrued income 40 58

939 1,149

Amounts falling due after more than one year

Royalty advances 54 48

Other debtors 11 19

Prepayments and accrued income 1 1

66 68

1,005 1,217

19 cash at bank and in hand

2001 2000

all figures in £ millions group company group company

Cash, bank current accounts and overnight deposits 300 – 425 –

Certificates of deposit and commercial paper 15 – 15 –

Term bank deposits 78 22 76 56

393 22 516 56
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20 financial instruments

A full discussion on treasury policy is given in the Financial Review on pages 33 to 36. Short-term debtors and

creditors have been excluded from all the following disclosures, other than currency risk disclosures.

a. Maturity of borrowings and other financial liabilities

The maturity profile of the Group’s borrowings and other financial liabilities is shown below.

2001 2000

all figures in £ millions group company group company

Maturity of borrowings

Short-term

Bank loans and overdrafts 65 109 112 225

10.75% Sterling Bonds 2002 100 – – –

Total due within one year 165 109 112 225

Medium and long-term

Loans or instalments thereof repayable:

From one to two years 154 154 100 –

From two to five years 1,285 705 1,626 905

After five years not by instalments 1,168 1,168 979 813

Total due after more than one year 2,607 2,027 2,705 1,718

Total borrowings 2,772 2,136 2,817 1,943

note • At 31 December 2001 £625m (2000: £1,134m) of debt, including commercial paper, currently classified from two to
five years would be repayable within one year if refinancing contracts were not in place. The short-term bank loans and
overdrafts of the Group are lower than those of the company because of bank offset arrangements.

2001 2000

group group
group other group other

finance financial group finance financial group 
all figures in £ millions leases liabilities total leases liabilities total

Maturity of other financial liabilities

Amounts falling due:

In one year or less or on demand 5 11 16 6 5 11

In more than one year 
but not more than two years 1 9 10 3 16 19

In more than two years 
but not more than five years 8 18 26 6 14 20

In more than five years – 11 11 1 10 11

14 49 63 16 45 61

b. Borrowings by instrument

2001 2000

all figures in £ millions group company group company

Unsecured

10.75% Sterling Bonds 2002 100 – 100 –

5% Euro Bonds 2003 154 154 – –

9.5% Sterling Bonds 2004 133 – 130 –

4.625% Euro Bonds 2004 353 353 356 356

7.375% US Dollar notes 2006 170 – 166 –

6.125% Euro Bonds 2007 448 448 441 441

10.5% Sterling Bonds 2008 100 100 100 100

7% Global Dollar Bonds 2011 342 342 – –

7% Sterling Bonds 2014 278 278 272 272

Variable rate loan notes 72 72 74 74

Bank loans and overdrafts and 
commercial paper 622 389 1,178 700

Total borrowings 2,772 2,136 2,817 1,943
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20 financial instruments (continued)

c. Undrawn committed borrowing facilities

all figures in £ millions 2001 2000

Expiring within one year – –

Expiring between one and two years – –

Expiring in more than two years 1,172 609

1,172 609

note • All of the above committed borrowing facilities incur commitment fees at market rates.

d. Currency and interest rate risk profile

2001

fixed rate borrowings
weighted weighted

total total average average
variable fixed interest period for

borrowings rate rate rate which rate is 
£m £m £m % fixed – years

Currency and interest rate risk 

profile of borrowings

US dollar 1,829 625 1,204 6.1 3.5

Sterling 520 410 110 9.3 5.1

Euro 404 320 84 5.2 2.4

Other currencies 19 19 – – –

2,772 1,374 1,398

2000

fixed rate borrowings
weighted weighted

total total average average
variable fixed interest period for

borrowings rate rate rate which rate is 
£m £m £m % fixed – years

Currency and interest rate risk 

profile of borrowings

US dollar 1,782 721 1,061 6.2 4.1

Sterling 587 447 140 8.4 4.8

Euro 417 379 38 5.4 4.2

Other currencies 31 31 – – –

2,817 1,578 1,239

note • The figures shown in the tables above take into account interest rate, currency swaps and forward rate contracts
entered into by the Group. Variable rate borrowings bear interest at rates based on relevant national LIBOR equivalents.

2001

other total total
financial fixed no interest

all figures in £ millions liabilities rate paid

Currency and interest rate risk profile of other financial liabilities

US dollar 48 11 37

Sterling 6 3 3

Euro 9 – 9

63 14 49
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20 financial instruments (continued)

d. Currency and interest rate risk profile (continued)

2000

other total total
financial fixed no interest

all figures in £ millions liabilities rate paid

Currency and interest rate risk profile of other financial liabilities

US dollar 48 11 37

Sterling 13 5 8

61 16 45

note • Variable rate financial liabilities bear interest at rates based on relevant national LIBOR equivalents.

2001

other
all figures in £ millions us dollar sterling euro currencies total

Currency and interest rate risk profile 

of financial assets

Cash at bank and in hand 166 40 62 32 300

Short-term deposits 10 27 40 16 93

Other financial assets 37 4 3 – 44

Total 213 71 105 48 437

Floating rate 149 50 58 21 278

Fixed rate 3 15 44 26 88

Weighted average interest rate % 3.0% 4.1% 3.3% 1.8%

No interest received 61 6 3 1 71

Total 213 71 105 48 437

The weighted average period for which the interest rate on financial assets is fixed does not exceed two months.
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20 financial instruments (continued)

d. Currency and interest rate risk profile (continued)

2000

cash at short- other
bank and term financial

all figures in £ millions in hand deposits assets total

Currency and interest rate risk profile of financial assets

US dollar 223 56 21 300

Sterling 6 15 9 30

Euro 69 3 1 73

Other currencies 127 17 – 144

425 91 31 547

Floating rate 326 7 – 333

Fixed rate 50 84 2 136

No interest received 49 – 29 78

425 91 31 547

note • Floating rate cash and deposits earn interest based on relevant national LIBID equivalents. Fixed rate cash and
deposits earn interest at rates between 4.5% and 12%. Of the total financial assets earning interest at fixed rates, £94m
are US dollar denominated.

e. Currency exposures

The table below shows the extent to which Group companies have monetary assets and liabilities in currencies

other than their local currency.

2001
net foreign monetary assets/(liabilities)

all figures in £ millions us dollar sterling euro other total

Functional currency of entity:

US dollar – – – 3 3

Sterling (67) – 8 5 (54)

Euro – – – – –

Other currencies (5) (2) – – (7)

(72) (2) 8 8 (58)

2000
net foreign monetary assets/(liabilities)

all figures in £ millions us dollar sterling euro other total

Functional currency of entity:

US dollar – 1 – 6 7

Sterling 10 – 12 19 41

Euro – 2 – – 2

Other currencies – (1) – – (1)

10 2 12 25 49
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20 financial instruments (continued)

f. Fair values of financial assets and financial liabilities

The table below shows the book value and the fair value of the Group’s financial assets and financial liabilities.

2001 2000

all figures in £ millions book value fair value book value fair value

Primary financial instruments held or issued 

to finance the Group’s operations

Other financial assets 44 44 31 31

Other financial liabilities (63) (63) (61) (61)

Cash at bank and in hand 300 300 425 425

Short-term deposits 93 93 91 91

Short-term borrowings (165) (165) (112) (112)

Medium and long-term borrowings (2,607) (2,527) (2,705) (2,683)

Derivative financial instruments held to manage 

the interest rate and currency profile

Interest rate swaps – (30) – (4)

Currency swaps – 16 – 20

Foreign exchange contracts – (1) – 2

note • Other financial assets, other financial liabilities, cash at bank and in hand, short-term deposits and short-term
borrowings: the fair value approximates to the carrying value due to the short maturity periods of these financial
instruments. Medium and long-term borrowings: the fair value is based on market values or, where these are not available,
on the quoted market prices of comparable debt issued by other companies. Interest rate swaps: the fair value of interest
rate swaps is based on market values. At 31 December 2001 the notional principal value of these swaps was £2,391m
(2000: £2,057m). Currency swaps: the fair value of these contracts is based on market values. At 31 December 2001 the
Group had £924m (2000: £890m) of such contracts outstanding.

g. Hedges

The Group’s policy on hedges is explained on page 33. The table below shows the extent to which the Group has

off-balance sheet (unrecognised) and on-balance sheet (deferred) gains and losses in respect of financial

instruments used as hedges at the beginning and end of the year. It also shows the amount of such gains and

losses which have been included in the profit and loss account for the year and those gains and losses which are

expected to be included in next year’s or later profit and loss accounts.

unrecognised
total net deferred

all figures in £ millions gains losses gains/(losses) gains

Gains and losses on hedges at 31 December 2000 41 (23) 18 2

Gains and losses arising in previous years that 
were recognised in 2001 (2) – (2) (2)

Gains and losses arising before 31 December 2000 that 

were not recognised in 2001 39 (23) 16 –

Gains and losses arising in 2001 that were 
not recognised in 2001 4 (35) (31) –

Unrecognised gains and losses on hedges 

at 31 December 2001 43 (58) (15) –

Of which:

Gains and losses expected to be recognised in 2002 – (1) (1) –

Gains and losses expected to be recognised in 2003 or later 43 (57) (14) –
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21 other creditors

all figures in £ millions 2001 2000

Amounts falling due within one year

Trade creditors 390 426

Taxation 111 255

Social security and other taxes 2 3

Other creditors 85 121

Accruals and deferred income 501 567

Obligations under finance leases 5 6

Dividends 109 106

1,203 1,484

Amounts falling due after more than one year

Other creditors 30 21

Accruals and deferred income 15 3

Obligations under finance leases 9 10

54 34

22 deferred taxation

all figures in £ millions 2001

Summary of movements

At 31 December 2000 9

Subsidiary undertakings acquired/disposed 1

Transfers (2)

Net release in the year (3)

At 31 December 2001 5

all figures in £ millions 2001 2000

Deferred taxation derives from

Capital allowances – 4

Taxation on unremitted overseas earnings 15 19

Other timing differences (10) (14)

5 9

Deferred taxation not provided

Relating to revalued assets and timing differences – 4

Relating to gains subject to roll-over relief 1 1

1 5

note • The Group has calculated deferred tax not provided on rolled over gains in 2001 taking into account the indexation
allowance which would be deductible on a disposal of the asset into which the gain was rolled.
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23 other provisions for liabilities and charges

post- deferred reorgani-
all figures in £ millions retirement consideration integration sations leases other total

At 31 December 2000 109 56 39 16 20 17 257

Exchange differences 1 1 1 – – – 3

Subsidiary undertakings 
acquired/disposed 5 – – – – 3 8

Deferred consideration 
arising on acquisitions – 10 – – – – 10

Transfer from creditors – – – – – (1) (1)

Released – – (2) (3) – (2) (7)

Provided 39 – 16 22 2 3 82

Utilised (31) (42) (25) (6) (3) (6) (113)

At 31 December 2001 123 25 29 29 19 14 239

note

a. Post-retirement provisions are in respect of pensions, £61m (2000: £46m) and post-retirement medical benefits, £62m
(2000: £63m).

b. Deferred consideration. During the year, £30m of the balance was utilised in respect of the purchase of Forum in 2000.
The balance is expected to be utilised during 2002.

c. Integration. £14m has been provided relating to the acquisitions of Dorling Kindersley and NCS in 2000. During the
year, £25m has been utilised mainly in respect of the integration of Simon & Schuster, Dorling Kindersley and NCS. 
The balance is expected to be utilised in the year ended 31 December 2002.

d. Reorganisations. £22m has been provided during 2001, mostly relating to the restructuring of the Learning Network.
The balance is expected to be utilised during 2002.

e. Lease commitments. These relate primarily to onerous lease contracts, acquired as part of the purchase of subsidiary
undertakings, which have expiry dates up to 2010. The provision is based on current occupancy estimates and it has
been assumed that the properties will not be sublet.

24 share capital

number 
(000’s) £m

Authorised

Ordinary shares of 25p each

At 31 December 2001 1,170,000 293

Called up, allotted and fully paid

At 31 December 2000 797,593 199

Issued under share option and employee share schemes 2,996 1

At 31 December 2001 800,589 200

note • The consideration received in respect of shares issued during the year was £20m (2000: £1,961m). 
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24 share capital (continued)

original
number subscription

when of shares exercise
granted (000’s) price (p) period

Options outstanding at 31 December 2001

Worldwide Save for Shares plans 1994 13 455 1999 – 02

1995 64 390 2000 – 03

1996 92 517 2001 – 04

1997 231 530 2000 – 05

1998 457 687 2001 – 06

1999 712 913 – 970 2001 – 07

2000 358 688 – 1,793 2000 – 08

2001 1,141 957 – 1,096 2004 – 09

3,068

Discretionary share option plans 1992 40 293 – 380 1995 – 02

1994 171 567 – 635 1997 – 04

1995 202 487 – 606 1998 – 05

1996 298 584 – 683 1999 – 06

1997 1,208 664 – 758 2000 – 07

1998 2,595 847 – 1,090 2001 – 08

1999 4,711 1,081 – 1,922 2002 – 09

2000 11,837 64 – 3,224 2000 – 10

2001 15,467 822 – 1,421 2001 – 11

36,529

note • The subscription prices have been rounded up to the nearest whole penny. The figures include replacement options
granted to employees of Dorling Kindersley and the Family Education Network following their acquisition. The
discretionary share option plans include all options granted under the Pearson Executive Share Option Plans, the Pearson
Reward Plan, the Pearson Special Share Option Plan and the Pearson Long Term Incentive Plan.

25 reserves

share premium profit and 
all figures in £ millions account loss account

Summary of movements

At 31 December 2000 2,440 1,405

Exchange differences – 19

Premium on issue of 3m equity shares 19 (2)

Goodwill written back on disposal of subsidiary undertakings and associates – 37

Goodwill written back on disposal of subsidiary undertakings and associates 
by an associate – 36

Replacement options granted on acquisition of subsidiary – 2

Loss retained for the year – (568)

At 31 December 2001 2,459 929

Analysed as:

Joint ventures and associates (31)

Group excluding joint ventures and associates 960

note • Cumulative goodwill relating to acquisitions made prior to 1998, which was deducted from reserves, amounts to
£1,249m (2000: £1,307m). During 2001 Pearson plc received £20m on the issue of shares in respect of the exercise of
options awarded under various share option plans. Employees paid £18m to the Group for the issue of these shares and
the balance of £2m comprised contributions to the qualifying employee share ownership trust (QUEST) from subsidiary
undertakings. The Group has taken advantage of the exemption available by UITF abstract 17 and has not incurred a
charge on options granted at a discount to market value for its Inland Revenue approved SAYE schemes and similar
overseas schemes. Included in exchange differences are exchange gains of £2m arising on borrowings denominated in, or
swapped into, foreign currencies designated as hedges of net investments overseas.
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26 acquisitions

All acquisitions and combinations have been consolidated applying acquisition accounting principles.

a. Acquisition of subsidiary undertakings

all figures in £ millions 2001 2000

Tangible fixed assets 5 147

Joint ventures – 2

Associates (3) 305

Fixed asset investments – 38

Stocks 8 81

Debtors (78) 175

Creditors (19) (255)

Provisions (9) (33)

Deferred taxation (1) 8

Net borrowing acquired 83 (13)

(14) 455

Equity minority interests (2) (101)

Net (liabilities)/assets acquired at fair value (16) 354

Fair value of consideration:

Cash (52) (2,260)

Television assets contributed – (284)

Deferred cash consideration (10) (39)

Costs accrued (1) (23)

Net prior year adjustments (8) 4

Replacement options granted – (5)

(71) (2,607)

Goodwill previously written off on
businesses combined – (585)

Total consideration (71) (3,192)

Goodwill arising 87 2,838

Analysed as:

Goodwill written off to reserves – (1)

Goodwill attributable to associates – 633

Goodwill attributable to subsidiaries 87 2,206

87 2,838

note • Goodwill written off to reserves relates to acquisitions made before 1 January 1998.

all figures in £ millions 2001

Acquisition fair values

Book value of net liabilities acquired (8)

Fair value adjustments (8)

Fair value to the Group (16)

note • Of the fair value adjustments above, £(10)m relates to the finalisation of the Dorling Kindersley and NCS fair values.
Other fair value adjustments are provisional and will be finalised in the 2002 financial statements. The adjustments
comprise the revaluation of net assets.
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26 acquisitions (continued)

b. Dorling Kindersley

provisional final
fair value fair value

all figures in £ millions 31 dec 2000 revaluations 31 dec 2001

Tangible fixed assets 10 – 10

Joint ventures 2 – 2

Stocks 38 2 40

Debtors 40 (2) 38

Creditors (106) 1 (105)

Provisions (2) (5) (7)

Net borrowing (49) – (49)

Net liabilities acquired (67) (4) (71)

note • Dorling Kindersley was acquired in May 2000 and provisional fair value adjustments were made in the 2000
accounts. Final fair value adjustments have been made in 2001. The most significant adjustment was to provisions, in
respect of the fair value of pension liabilities acquired.

c. National Computer Systems

provisional final
fair value fair value

all figures in £ millions 31 dec 2000 revaluations 31 dec 2001

Tangible fixed assets 115 (1) 114

Fixed asset investments 29 – 29

Stocks 32 (2) 30

Debtors 102 (1) 101

Creditors (71) (2) (73)

Provisions (20) – (20)

Net cash 9 – 9

Net assets acquired 196 (6) 190

note • NCS was acquired in September 2000 and provisional fair value adjustments were made in the 2000 accounts. Final
fair value adjustments have been made in 2001.

d. Cash flow from acquisitions

all figures in £ millions 2001 2000

Cash – current year acquisitions 52 2,260

Deferred payments for prior year acquisitions and other items 76 16

Net cash outflow 128 2,276
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27 disposals

all figures in £ millions 2001 2000

Disposal of subsidiary undertakings

Intangible assets (53) (35)

Tangible fixed assets (7) (3)

Stocks (2) (18)

Debtors (15) (4)

Creditors 14 –

Provisions 1 7

Equity minority interest – (50)

Net assets disposed of (62) (103)

Proceeds received 49 192

Costs (7) (27)

Net prior year adjustments (1) (5)

(Loss)/profit on sale (21) 57

Goodwill written back from reserves (37) (27)

Net (loss)/profit on sale (58) 30

all figures in £ millions 2001 2000

Total goodwill written back from reserves

On disposal of subsidiaries and associates 37 68

On disposal of subsidiaries and associates by an associate 36 –

73 68

all figures in £ millions 2001 2000

Cash flow from disposals

Cash – current year disposals 49 192

Costs paid (8) (27)

Deferred receipts and payments from prior year disposals and other amounts – (7)

Net cash inflow 41 158
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28 notes to consolidated statement of cash flows

2001 2000

all figures in £ millions continuing discontinued total continuing discontinued total

a. Reconciliation of operating 

(loss)/profit to net cash inflow 

from operating activities

Total operating (loss)/profit (56) 2 (54) 150 61 211

Share of operating loss 
of joint ventures and associates 69 (2) 67 44 (33) 11

Depreciation charges 125 – 125 94 6 100

Goodwill amortisation 
and impairment 357 – 357 187 1 188

(Increase) in stocks (6) – (6) (96) (1) (97)

Decrease in debtors 102 – 102 62 (9) 53

(Decrease) in creditors (103) – (103) (103) (16) (119)

Increase/(decrease) in operating 
provisions 3 – 3 (4) – (4)

Other and non-cash items (1) – (1) 18 – 18

Net cash inflow from operating 

activities 490 – 490 352 9 361

Purchase of fixed assets and 
finance lease payments (172) – (172) (139) (10) (149)

Sale of operating tangible
fixed assets 36 – 36 21 1 22

Dividends from associates 7 18 25 6 43 49

Other (11) – (11) (8) – (8)

Operating cash flow 350 18 368 232 43 275

Analysed between:

Operating cash flow before 
internet enterprises and 
other items 535 18 553 537 43 580

Cash effect of other items:

Dorling Kindersley exceptional 
payments – – – (46) – (46)

Integration costs:

Simon & Schuster/NCS (26) – (26) (36) – (36)

Dorling Kindersley (43) – (43) (25) – (25)

Cash effect of internet 
enterprises (116) – (116) (198) – (198)

Operating cash flow 350 18 368 232 43 275

note • The Dorling Kindersley exceptional payments in 2000 are in respect of creditors on the acquisition balance sheet
beyond normal trading terms.

Operating cash flow has been disclosed as it is part of Pearson’s corporate and operating measures.
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28 notes to consolidated statement of cash flows (continued)

debt due debt due
over- sub- short-term within after finance

all figures in £ millions cash drafts total deposits one year one year leases total

b. Analysis of net debt

At 31 December 2000 425 (110) 315 91 (2) (2,705) (16) (2,317)

Exchange differences (10) 1 (9) 1 – (16) – (24)

Debt issue costs – – – – – 1 – 1

Other non-cash items – – – – (100) 99 (5) (6)

Net cash flow (115) 49 (66) 1 (3) 14 7 (47)

At 31 December 2001 300 (60) 240 93 (105) (2,607) (14) (2,393)

At 31 December 1999 288 (38) 250 40 (9) (2,276) (15) (2,010)

Exchange differences 14 (7) 7 (1) (1) (122) (1) (118)

Acquired with subsidiary* – – – – – – (11) (11)

Television assets contributed* – – – (82) – 60 2 (20)

Debt issue costs – – – – – 4 – 4

Other non-cash items – – – – – (17) (1) (18)

Net cash flow 123 (65) 58 134 8 (354) 10 (144)

At 31 December 2000 425 (110) 315 91 (2) (2,705) (16) (2,317)

* Excluding cash and overdrafts.

note • Finance leases are included within other creditors in the balance sheet (see note 21).

all figures in £ millions 2001 2000

c. Reconciliation of net cash flow to movement in net debt

(Increase)/decrease in net debt from net cash flow (66) 58

Decrease in net debt from management of liquid resources 1 134

Decrease/(increase) in net debt from other borrowings 11 (346)

Decrease in finance leases 7 10

Television assets contributed – (20)

Acquired with subsidiary – (11)

Debt issue costs 1 4

Other non-cash items (6) (18)

Exchange differences (24) (118)

Movement in net debt in the year (76) (307)

Net debt at beginning of the year (2,317) (2,010)

Net debt at end of the year (2,393) (2,317)

d. Tax paid includes £27m (2000: £30m) relating to items excluded from operating profit.

29 contingent liabilities

There are contingent Group and company liabilities in respect of indemnities, warranties and guarantees in

relation to former subsidiary undertakings and in respect of guarantees in relation to subsidiaries and associated

undertakings. In addition there are contingent liabilities of the Group in respect of legal claims. None of these

claims is expected to result in a material gain or loss to the Group.
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30 commitments under leases

At 31 December 2001, the Group had commitments under leases other than finance leases, to make payments in

2002 as follows:

land and
all figures in £ millions buildings other

For leases expiring:

In 2002 18 4

Between 2003 and 2006 61 18

Thereafter 69 –

148 22

31 related parties

Joint ventures and associates • Loans and equity advanced to joint ventures and associates during the year and at

the balance sheet date are shown in notes 14 and 15. Amounts falling due from joint ventures and associates are

set out in note 18. Dividends receivable from joint ventures and associates are set out in notes 14 and 15. Details

of individually significant transactions are shown below. 

a. During 2000, the Group combined its television business with CLT-Ufa and retained a 22% stake in the new

combined business, the RTL Group. Significant related party transactions in respect of the television business

were as follows:

Channel 5 Television Group Ltd • During 2000 the Group provided £22m of programming to Channel 5 Broadcasting Ltd,

a wholly owned subsidiary of Channel 5 Television Group Ltd, and undertook transmission to the value of £2m for

Channel 5 Engineering Services Ltd, a subsidiary of Channel 5 Television Group Ltd. During 2000 the Group paid

£4m in respect of consortium relief.

Grundy associates • During 2000 the Group received £2m for management fees, format rights and royalties from

a number of associates of Grundy Worldwide Ltd. No individual transactions were material to the Group.

b. Lazard Partnership • During 2000 the Group sold its interests in the three Lazard Houses.

The Group periodically placed funds on deposit with the Lazard Houses. The investments were made on an arm’s-

length basis and no transactions were individually material in the context of the Group treasury transactions. The

Group also used the Lazard Houses to provide professional advice. Fees for such services for the period were not

material to either party.

There are no other related party transactions in 2001.

32 post balance sheet events

On 30 January 2002 Pearson sold its 22% interest in the RTL Group for €1.5bn. The anticipated post tax profit on

sale is approximately £150m before goodwill written back from reserves of £145m.
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33 company balance sheet as at 31 dec 2001

all figures in £ millions note 2001 2000

Fixed assets

Tangible fixed assets 34 – 7

Investments: subsidiaries 34 5,384 2,586

Investments: own shares held 34 24 64

5,408 2,657

Current assets

Debtors:

Subsidiaries – due within one year 2,186 2,841

Associates – due within one year – 65

Subsidiaries – due after more than one year 1,312 2,289

Taxation 17 15

Other debtors – 11

Prepayments and accrued income 1 4

Cash at bank and in hand 19 22 56

3,538 5,281

Creditors – amounts falling due within one year

Short-term borrowing 20 (109) (225)

Subsidiaries (2,006) (983)

Other creditors (1) (9)

Accruals and deferred income (15) (20)

Dividends (109) (106)

(2,240) (1,343)

Net current assets 1,298 3,938

Total assets less current liabilities 6,706 6,595

Creditors – amounts falling due after more than one year

Medium and long-term borrowing 20 (2,027) (1,718)

Subsidiaries (392) (468)

Provisions for liabilities and charges (2) (2)

(2,421) (2,188)

Net assets 4,285 4,407

Capital and reserves

Called up share capital 24 200 199

Share premium account 34 2,459 2,440

Special reserve 34 397 397

Other reserves 34 50 50

Profit and loss account 34 1,179 1,321

Equity shareholders’ funds 4,285 4,407

The financial statements were approved by the board of directors on 4 March 2002 and signed on its behalf by

dennis stevenson • john makinson.
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34 notes to the company balance sheet

all figures in £ millions 2001 2000

Tangible fixed assets (leasehold property)

Cost 1 8

Depreciation (1) (1)

Net book value – 7

note • The company had no capital commitments for fixed assets at the end of 2001. The company transferred its
leasehold property asset to a subsidiary undertaking during the year.

all figures in £ millions

Investment in subsidiaries

At 31 December 2000 2,586

Subscription for additional share capital in subsidiaries 2,927

Provision for diminution in value (128)

Revaluations (1)

At 31 December 2001 5,384

note • Shares are stated at cost less provisions for diminution in value or directors’ valuations.

Own shares held • Amounts included within own shares held relate to Pearson plc ordinary shares held in respect

of the Pearson plc Employee Share Ownership Trusts (see note 16).

share profit
premium special other and loss

all figures in £ millions account reserve reserves account total

Reserves

Summary of movements

At 31 December 2000 2,440 397 50 1,321 4,208

Premium on issue of 3m equity shares 19 – – – 19

Replacement options granted on 
acquisition of subsidiary – – – 2 2

Profit for the financial year – – – 33 33

Dividends – – – (177) (177)

At 31 December 2001 2,459 397 50 1,179 4,085

note • The special reserve represents the cumulative effect of cancellation of the company’s share premium account. As
permitted by section 230(4) of the Companies Act 1985, only the Group’s profit and loss account has been presented.
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35 principal subsidiaries and associates

country of
incorporation 

or registration

Subsidiaries 

The principal operating subsidiaries are listed below.
They operate mainly in the countries of incorporation or
registration, the investments are in equity share capital and 
they are all 100% owned unless stated otherwise.

Pearson Education

Pearson Education Inc. US

Pearson Education Ltd England

NCS Pearson Inc. US

FT Group 

Financial Times Group Ltd* England

Financial Times Business Ltd England

Interactive Data Corporation (60%) US

Les Echos SA France

Recoletos Compañía Editorial SA (79%) Spain

The Penguin Group

Penguin Putnam Inc. US

The Penguin Publishing Co Ltd England

Dorling Kindersley Holdings Ltd* England

* Direct investment of Pearson plc.

country of beneficial
incorporation class of interest accounting

or registration share % year end

Associates

FT Group

The Economist Newspaper Ltd England Ord 5p 50 March

‘B’ 5p 100

‘A’ 5p Nil

Trust 5p Nil

Television

RTL Group SA Luxembourg Ord voting 22 December



all figures in £ millions 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001

Sales

Continuing operations 1,764 1,908 2,977 3,689 4,225

Discontinued operations 529 487 355 185 –

2,293 2,395 3,332 3,874 4,225

Sales – underlying growth before internet enterprises (%) 6.5 6.7 7.3 9.2 (0.7)

Sales – underlying growth after internet enterprises (%) 6.5 6.7 7.6 10.5 (0.3)

EBITDA* – before internet enterprises 393 455 670 780 718

EBITDA* – after internet enterprises 393 455 631 590 588

Trading margin – before internet enterprises (%) 11.5 13.1 15.2 16.5 13.6

Trading margin – after internet enterprises (%) 11.5 13.1 14.0 11.5 10.5

Operating profit before internet enterprises,
goodwill and other items

Pearson Education 60 99 257 320 351

FT Group 108 118 150 211 132

The Penguin Group 58 48 65 79 80

Continuing operations 226 265 472 610 563

Internet enterprises investment

Pearson Education – – (3) (83) (77)

FT Group – – (36) (113) (60)

– – (39) (196) (137)

Adjusted eps – before internet enterprises** 31.2p 37.5p 47.6p 54.6p 39.2p

Adjusted eps – after internet enterprises** 31.2p 37.5p 43.3p 31.9p 22.5p

Dividends per share** 17.4p 18.8p 20.1p 21.4p 22.3p

Net assets 156 1,084 1,327 4,209 3,764

Deferred taxation and other provisions 212 273 227 266 244

Net debt 707 2,279 1,995 2,301 2,379

Capital employed 1,075 3,636 3,549 6,776 6,387

Free cash flow per share* – before internet enterprises** 19.9p 40.3p 48.5p 49.1p 45.3p

Free cash flow per share* – after internet enterprises** 19.9p 40.3p 43.4p 23.0p 29.6p

* Before goodwill amortisation and impairment, integration costs and non-operating items.

** Restated to reflect the rights issue of equity shares during 2000.

five year summary
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Sales – underlying growth

Sales growth excluding the impact of acquisitions and disposals and movements in exchange rates.

2001 2001
all figures in £ millions pre-internet post-internet

Underlying decrease (24) (11)

Portfolio changes 283 283

Foreign exchange 78 79

Total sales increase 337 351

Underlying decrease (0.7%) (0.3%)

EBITDA*

Earnings before interest, taxation, depreciation and amortisation, seen to be a close proxy for operating 
cash flow.

2001 2001
all figures in £ millions pre-internet post-internet

Operating profit 600 463

Depreciation 118 125

EBITDA 718 588

Trading margin

Trading profit (operating profit excluding profit from joint ventures, associates and investments) as a proportion
of sales.

2001 2001
all figures in £ millions pre-internet post-internet

Total operating profit – Group 568 444

Investment income (2) (2)

Trading profit 566 442

Sales 4,166 4,225

Trading margin 13.6% 10.5%

Free cash flow per share*

Operating cash flow less taxation paid on operating profits and interest paid, divided by the weighted average
number of shares in issue.

2001 2001
all figures in £ millions pre-internet post-internet

Operating profit 600 463

Cash conversion 92% 94%

Operating cash flow 553 437

Taxation paid on operating profits (50) (44)

Interest paid (142) (157)

Free cash flow 361 236

Weighted average shares in issue (millions) 795.4 795.4

Free cash flow per share 45.3p 29.6p

* Before goodwill, integration costs and non-operating items.

corporate and operating measures
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Payment of dividends to mandated accounts • Where shareholders have given instruction for payment to be

made direct into a bank or building society, this is done through the Bankers Automated Clearing System (BACS),

with the associated tax voucher showing the tax credit attributable to the dividend payment sent direct to the

shareholder at the address shown on our register. If you wish the tax voucher to be sent to your bank or building

society, please inform our registrar, Lloyds TSB Registrars, The Causeway, Worthing, West Sussex BN99 6DA.

Telephone 0870 600 3986 or, for those shareholders with hearing difficulties, textphone number 0870 600 3950.

Dividend reinvestment plan (DRIP) • The plan provides the benefit of giving shareholders the right to buy the

company’s shares on the London stock market with the cash dividend. If you would like further information about

the DRIP, please contact Lloyds TSB Registrars. Telephone 0870 241 3018.

Personal Equity Plans (PEPs) and Individual Savings Accounts (ISAs) • The government no longer permits

investment to be made in PEPs, although existing PEPs may be continued. Existing Corporate PEP and Single

Company PEP holders who require further information about their PEPs should ring the HBOS helpline on 0870

606 6417. Lloyds TSB Registrars now offer ISAs in Pearson shares. They can be contacted for information on 0870

242 4244. 

Low cost share dealing facility • A postal facility, which provides a simple, low cost way of buying and selling

Pearson shares, is available through the company’s stockbroker, Cazenove & Co. Limited, 12 Tokenhouse Yard,

London EC2R 7AN. Telephone 020 7588 2828.

Shareholder information on-line • Lloyds TSB Registrars now provide a range of shareholder information on-line.

You can check your holding and find practical help on transferring shares or updating your details at

www.shareview.co.uk. Lloyds TSB Registrars can be contacted for information on 0870 600 3970.

Information about the Pearson share price • The current price of Pearson ordinary shares can be obtained from

Financial Times CityLine. Telephone 0906 843 3620.

American Depositary Receipts (ADRs) • Pearson’s ordinary shares are now listed on the New York Stock Exchange

in the form of ADRs and traded under the symbol PSO. Each ADR represents one ordinary share. Voting rights as a

shareholder may be exercised through The Bank of New York, ADR Department, 101 Barclay Street, New York,

New York 10286, telephone 800 BNY ADRS (toll free within the US) or (1) 908 769 9835 (outside the US). All

enquiries regarding ADR holder accounts and payment of dividends should be directed to The Bank of New York,

the authorised depositary bank for Pearson’s ADR programme, at the address given above. Pearson will file with

the Securities and Exchange Commission a report on Form 20-F that will contain a US GAAP reconciliation.

Advisers • auditors PricewaterhouseCoopers • bankers HSBC Bank Plc • broker Cazenove & Co. Limited •

financial advisers Lazard Brothers & Co. Limited, J. Henry Schroder & Co. Limited • solicitors Freshfields

Bruckhaus Deringer, Herbert Smith and Morgan, Lewis & Bockius.

shareholder information

financial calendar for 2002

ex-dividend date wednesday 13 march

record date friday 15 march

annual general meeting friday 26 april

last date for dividend reinvestment election wednesday 22 may

payment date for dividend and share purchase date
for dividend reinvestment friday 7 june

interim results monday 29 july

interim dividend friday 25 october
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pearson education

One Lake Street, Upper Saddle River, NJ 07458, USA 

Telephone +1 201 236 7000 • Facsimile +1 515 284 6719 

E-mail firstname.lastname@pearsoned.com

www.pearsoneducation.com 

the penguin group

375 Hudson Street, New York City, NY 10014, USA

Telephone +1 212 366 2000 • Facsimile +1 212 366 2666

E-mail initiallastname@penguin.com 

www.penguinputnam.com

www.penguin.co.uk 

the financial times group

Number One Southwark Bridge, London, SE1 9HL, UK

Telephone +44 (0)20 7873 3000 • Facsimile +44 (0)20 7873 3076

E-mail firstname.lastname@ft.com

www.ft.com

les echos

46 Rue la Boétie, Paris 75008, France 

Telephone +33 149 53 6565 • Facsimile +33 145 61 4892

E-mail initiallastname@lesechos.fr

www.lesechos.fr

recoletos

Paseo de la Castellana 66, 28046 Madrid, Spain

Telephone +34 91 337 3220 • Facsimile +34 91 337 3266

E-mail initiallastname@recoletos.es

www.recoletos.es

pearson uk

80 Strand,

London, WC2R ORL, UK

Telephone +44 (0)20 7010 2000

Facsimile +44 (0)20 7010 6060

E-mail firstname.lastname@pearson.com

www.pearson.com

pearson us

1330 Avenue of the Americas, 

New York City, NY 10019, USA

Telephone +1 212 641 2400

Facsimile +1 212 641 2500

E-mail firstname.lastname@pearson-inc.com

www.pearson.com


